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THE WAR AS A CAUSE OF CHINA'S TROUBEES/

BY GILBERT REID.

THE truth as to China's trouhles. comphcations and misfortunes

cannot he understood without the knowledge of the great first

cause of all these conditions. This primary cause was the Great

War, or, more specifically, the entrance of the war into Chinese

territory. If war had heen kept away from China, it is unlikely

that any of her present trouhles or her bondage to Japan would

haYe happened. Also it is probable that the Republic of China and

democratic principles w^ould haYC been proved adaptable to Chinese

thought and conditions.

The Chinese government, realizing possible danger of conflict

on the territories leased to Great Britain. France and Germany, as

also to Japan, proposed a plan for neutralization, thus making these

territories as neutral as all the territories under Chinese control.

Xo obstruction came to the |)roi)Osition from Germanv. She

was as anxious to keep the war away from Tsingtao as China was
to keep it away from the whole of the China coast. The German
Minister, finding that Japan was delaying to give consent to the plan

of neutralization, went so far as to negotiate with the Chinese gov-

ernment for transfer to China of complete authoritv over the

German-leased area of Kiaochow. This re-cession to China was
even brought to the attention of the American government by the

Chinese go\ernment. Events were sweeping on with electric speed,

and this plan, like the other, failed of consummation. Japan's

speed was too great for the rest of the world.

Should these negotiations come to naught, it was the wish of

1 [The following article is portion of a chapter from Dr. Reid's forth-
coming book, China, Captiz'C or Free' Dr. Rcid, organizer and director of
the International Institute, Shanghai, China, spent practically the whole period
of the war in the Far East. --Ed.]
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China, that if war by any means should approach the China coast,

it should avoid the treaty ports, such as Shanghai, Tientsin or

Canton, and be restricted to the limited areas held under lease by

the nations at war.

The places likely to be affected under these conditions were the

British leasehold of Kowloon (opposite to Hongkong), her lease-

hold of Weihaiwei on the north coast of the Shantung peninsula,

and the German leasehold of Kiaochow, with fortifications at Tsing-

tao, on the south coast of the Shantung peninsula.

Much, therefore, depended on the respective purposes of mind

of the two antagonists, England and Germany, or, more properly,

on the British and German governments. Much also depended

on the tendency of the Japanese government toward war or toward

peace, toward helping China and Yuan Shih-kai to remain neutral or

toward embroiling China in the many complications incident to war

at one's own door. As for Japan, jealous of Yuan Shih-kai since

the early antagonisms over Korean aft'airs and averse to China's

experiment in a democratic government, she was more likely to

make it hard for China than easy. When China formally requested

that Japan use her influence to render China immune from warlike

activities, the reply was that the time was not ripe to consider the

proposal and that Japanese action awaited the war measures of

Great Britain.

As for Great Britain and Germany, everything depended on the

war schemes of the home governments and on the larger issues of

military strategy. In a word, China's fate rested not with the

thought of peoples but with imperialistic governments, engaged in

the great but perilous game of war. The entrance of Japan into

the war was not popular with the Japanese people ; and as for the

majority of British residents in China, there was sympathy felt

for China and dread of coming trouble, if Japan should enter the

fray. It was not until the British government took action, that the

British resident in the Far East began to discipline himself into

enjoying the new condition of Japan as an ally waging war on

Chinese soil.

As for the German government, it sent on August 12 the follow-

ing telegram to its ambassador in Tokyo

:

"East Asiatic squadron instructed to avoid hostile acts against

England in case Japan remains neutral. Please inform Japanese

government."

The Japanese government gave no reply, as it had given no

favorable response to the proposals of China.
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The German government, while anxious that Tsingtao should

not be attacked, did the fair thing by making no attack or threat of

attack on either British or French leased territories or on their

colonial possessions. Russian Madivostock also remained immune.

The German attitude toward China was thus a considerate one.

What is most significant, as giving proof that Tsingtao was
not to be used as a base for naval operations, the German Pacific

squadron having left the China and Japan Seas in the summer
months, sailed toward the southern Pacific waters, and all that re-

mained behind was what an Englishman has described as "only

obsolete craft."

In early August, when war was declared, most of the German
Pacific Squadron, under Admiral von Spee, were cruising in the

South Seas among German colonial islands, and instead of aiming

for the China Sea and the Tsingtao naval base went southward

along the coast of South America. C^nly one ship, the Emden,
came into Tsingtao harbor with despatches from the Admiral, but

by August 4, along with four colliers "apparently proceeded to

cruise in the neighborhood of Madivostock where she captured a

Russian auxiliary cruiser and one or two merchant ships, before

going south to make history in the Bay of Bengal." The author

from whom I quote. Commander Spencer Cooper, then outlines

five possible objects which the German Admiral may have had in

mind in this peculiar naval strategy. Among these there is no

mention of any purpose to wage war in either the China or Japan
Seas. He concludes that the object "likely to yield a richer harvest"

than any other scheme was "to harass our trade with South Amer-
ica." For Britain or even Japan to make the attack in that part of

the broad Pacific was legitimate.

The German squadron ultimately consisted of the Scharnhorst,

Gneisenau, Leipzig. Dresden and Xiirnberg. under Admiral von

Spee. The Emden, as I have said, started forth on a raiding ex-

pedition of its own in the southern Pacific and the Indian Ocean
Another Englishman, W. L. \\'}llie. also writes : "The German
Squadron was in the Carolinas." at the opening of the war. and
"curiously enough, made no attempt to return to their base at

Tsingtao." "During August and the first half of September, Count
von Spec's ships steamed about in the South Pacific." On October

30 the squadron was about fifty miles west of \'alparaiso. On
November 1 there came the battle with Admiral Craddock's ships,

the Good Hope and the IMonmouth. in which the latter were sunk,

the British defenders dving an heroic death.
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The German purpose was to restrict the war to Europe. There

was no desire to tempt the enemy to attack Tsingtao. If any fight-

ing should take place, far away from the center of military action,

let it be on the high seas and not in a neutral country like China.

A battle between the British and Gemian fleets on any ocean would

have been legitimate, bringing no harm to others. For either fleet

to take possession of the island colonies of the other country was

also a fair game in war. But there was dynamite in the proposal

that an attack be made on Tsingtao. still remaining under Chinese

sovereignty, and situated on the China coast.

To infringe on the neutral rights of Belgium may have been

construed by the German Staft" as a "military necessity," but for

Germany or Great Britain or any one else there was no "military

necessity" to thrust the European War into the Ear East, on to

Chinese soil, for the attack of either Weihaiwei of Tsingtao. For

a few thousand isolated Germans, 4500 in all, to be subjugated

by any kind of enemy forces, whatever the flag, could have no bear-

ing on the ultimate issue of the war, either for or against Germany.

"Foreign leased territories in China," says Thomas F. ^.lillard, "were

only pawns in the war, and could have been eliminated without

affecting in the slightest degree the essential strategical zones of

operations."

If the combined naval forces of Russia, France and Great

Britain w^ere insufiicient to vanquish Tsingtao, it would have been

better if they had preserved the peace in the Far East by keeping

war nearer home and by using peaceful means in relation to the

Far East. Being unnecessary, uncalled for, a mere incident in a

mighty struggle, such belligerent activities should have been dis-

coiuitenanced. all the more that China's national entity and well-

being might be impaired or imperiled. This was the view I took at

the time, thinking of China's interests. What has happened since

has confirmed me in this view. To bring the war from Euro]ie to

Asia has been a calamity to China, though so worked as to be a gain

to Japan. Marcjuis r)kuma was no doubt right in thinking that the

new circumstances aft'orded Ja])an "the one opportunity of 10,000

years." As for China they brought the one catastrophe of 10.000

years. As between Great Britain and Germany, the blow which

Germany received in the loss of Tsingtao and the glory which

Great Britain received have been too insignificant to deserve a

passing thought. The one serious matter is the harm wrought to

China through the inevitable consequences of an unjust war. It
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is here that friends of China may he allowed to criticize in calm

discriminating spirit the action of the various governments con-

cerned in bringing Europe's war into Asia.

We now come to another question, one more of fact than of

opinion: JVIiich country brought the z^'or into China, in the attack

on Tsingtao, Japan alone or Ja})an in conjimction with Great Britain?

The world is anxious to know what nation brought on the war

in Europe. Many in China are equally anxious to know who was

the guilty party to bring on war in China. Will the guilty be made

to sufifer?

Most writers and speakers have been accustomed to refer to

Japan as the guilty interloper. Few Americans or Britishers, espe-

cially those living in the Far East, have such regard and admiration

for Japan that they are eager to exonerate her through a division

of the degrees of culpability. An easier way of rendering judgment

is to assume one's own innocence and cast all blame on one indi-

vidual or on one nation. So far as this is done, Japan is unfairly

treated, and the cause of justice dishonored.

Xow as to the origin of the war in the Far East. Baron Kato,

Minister of Foreign Afifairs, in a speech in the Diet on September 4

said: "Early in August the British government asked the Imperial

government for assistance under the terms of the Anglo-Japanese

Alliance." Then, after recounting the terms of this alliance, he

continued : "Therefore, inasmuch as we were asked by our ally for

assistance. .. .we could not but comply to the request to do our

part." And again: "The Japanese government therefore resolved

to comply with the British request, and if necessary to open hostil-

ities against Germany."

The British government has never denied the statement of fact,

or charge, if you so desire to call it. that the British government

asked for the assistance of Japan. The actual documents of the

negotiations have not been made public, but the results are so ob-

vious that they reveal the "inner consciousness" of the two govern-

ments. In a true technical sense, Japan was the only ally which

Great Britain had. The relations of Great Britain and France were

only of an entente cordiale.

The London Times on August 18, some two weeks before

Baron Kato made his speech in Tokyo, used these words

:

'Tt should be said at once that the Japanese intervention has

not taken place without full consultation with Great Britain."

Later on. under date of September 25, the London Times used

stronger language

:
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"We appealetl to our ally in the terms of the treaty, and she

has answered that appeal with the loyalty we have learned to expect

of her. . . .Japan had no desire to intervene in the war. She had

done so, the Emperor and his ministers tell us, because she could

not break her promises."

I remember how indignant Britishers in Shanghai were when
I ventured to use the same word, "appeal," in referring to the form

of application which Great Britain made to Japan.

According to Jefferson Jones (a noin dc plume), who was

familiar with the facts as they took place in Tokyo, the Japanese

government on August 2, expressed to the British a willingness to

put in force the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, and by August 7, the

British Ambassador in Tokyo "handed to the Foreign Office at

Tokyo a request that Japan join in the European war."

The American diplomat \Y.W. Rockill, in an address which he

delivered in New York, November 12, the last before his death,

gave utterance to this careful statement : "The action of Japan was

taken after consultation with the ally. Great Britain, and. inferen-

tially, with the approval of France and Russia."

Mr. Kawakami, who is in a position to know, describes how
the war plan of Japan was set in motion by the British government,

even prior to Britain's declaration of war against Germany. These

are his words

:

"The assertion that Japan thrust herself upon the war without

England's invitation is as sinister as it is unwarranted. Japan did

not join hands with England without England's request. When it

became evident that England must come to the rescue of France

and Belgium, the press of Japan, without exception [notice the

words] , hoped that Japan would not be called upon to aid her

western ally. But the western ally did call upon Japan.

"On August 3, that is, the day before England declared war on

Germany, the British Ambassador to Japan hurried back to Tokyo

from his summer villa and immediately requested an interview with

Baron Kato, Foreign Minister. At this conference the British Am-
bassador informed Baron Kato that his government was compelled

to open hostilities against Germany and that it desired to ascertain

whether Japan would aid England in the event of British interests

in the Far East being jeopardized by German activities.

"Baron Kato answered that the question put to him was such

a serious one that he could not answer it on his own account.

"On the evening of the same day Count Okuma convened a
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meeting of all the Cabinet members. Rearing the resolution of this

meeting. Baron Kato. on August 4. called upon the British Am-
bassador and told the latter that Japan would not shirk the respon-

sibilities which the alliance with England put upon her shoulders.

"At this time Japan did not expect to be called upon to aid

England for at least a few months. But on August 7, the British

Ambassador suddenly asked for an interview with Baron Kato and

told the Eoreign Minister that the situation had developed in such

a manner as to oblige England to ask for Japan's assistance without

delay. On the evening of that day Premier ( )kuma requested the

'elder statesmen' and his colleagues to assemble at his mansion. The
conference lasted until two o'clock the next morning. Before it ad-

journed the policy of Japan was definitely formulated.

"What caused Downing Street to invite Japan's cooperation

so soon is not clearly known to the outside world. But the Japanese

press is in all probability right when it says that Japan and England

were obliged to act promptly in order to frustrate the German

scheme to transfer Kiaochow to the Chinese government before

Germany was compelled to surrender it at the point of the sword.

[An interesting confession as bearing on an easy way for China to

get back Kiaochow.] Had Germany succeeded in carrying out this

scheme she would still have enjoyed in virtue of Article five of the

Kiaochow Convention of 1898, the privilege of securing in some

future time 'a more suitable territory' in China. [And why not, if

other nations were to have territory!] This was exactly the con-

dition which the Allies did not want to see established in China.

[And what about China's wishes or agreement?] If. on the other

hand, Germany were forced to abandon Kiaochow by the arbitra-

ment of the sword, China Avould no longer be under obligation to

'cede to Germany a more suitable place.' [How considerate of

China.]"

It may be taken for granted that the British government—not

the British people, still less the British resident in China—while

approving and even desiring the military assistance of Japan in the

initial stages, was not bound to approve of all that Japan did, into

the very end of the war. But an alliance is oftentimes a burden

to either ally as well as a prolific source of evil to others. Hence,

if we desire to overlook the personal factor, we may lay the blame

for these unfortunate transactions in China to so impersonal a

factor as the Anglo-Japancse Alliance, just as we may blame the

horrors and evils of the whole war, not on Germany or Russia or

Britain, but on z^^ar.
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BV WILLIAM HAMILTON BUROUEST.

REBUFFED by the inscrutibility of nature in the face of uni-

versal interest apropos of death, profound minds down the vista

of time have persisted in pondering the perennial question

:

"If a man die shall he live again?"

Those who are meditative and retrospective have found it dif-

ficult to fully realize or believe that the self witiiin us ever had a

beginning. We may look back to a certain period and say

:

"At that time I was not alive—well, where was I?"

We may thus commune with ourselves and continue
—"Where

was this deeper self—this 'I' that thinks, wills, loves, aspires? Can

it be that this intangible potentiality, this mysterious awareness

called 'soul,' 'spirit,' 'ego,' 'mind,' etc.. is vastly older than its physical

casement through which it manifests? Can it be that this self—this

intrinsic 'I'—has actually preexisted in similar physical casements at

other periods of time, reappearing through the modus operandi of

human birth? Can it be that this 'F is an entity which has been

subject to evolutionary processes, rising slowly in the scale of life

and consciousness, from the very lowest forms to the human, and

upon each return to this world of three dimensions, it is ever in

process of unfolding—of becoming more than it was?"

These are metaphysical questions, profoundly interesting, in-

tensely fascinating. Every person who thinks is interested in them,

^ As an introduction to this article we give tlie following letter from the

late Colonel Roosevelt to the author

:

Oyster Bay, Long Island, N. Y., November 5, 1917.

My Dear Mr. Burquest :—Your article "Continuity" contains much food
for thought. I like the use of the words, "Objective and subjective." and "Con-
ditioned and unconditioned." The hidden or subjective side of life is un-
fathomable, and yet if analogy teaches anything, it points to the perpetuity and
conservation of all things objective and subjective—and that embraces the

phenomena of mind or consciousness. You have presented this great tlieme

in a manner that should appeal to the magazines.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) T. Roosevelt.
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for sooner or later, in a few days, weeks, months, or years, we will

lie cold and still—having gone the way of all flesh.

Savants innumerahle. Oriental and Occidental, fearless and

original thinkers in all ages, have answered these questions in

the affirmative. They have emphasized the logic of preexistence

and perpetuity, averring that both were deep convictions rather

than borrowed or cultivated beliefs. They have declared that l)irth

was the gateway of life—of resurrection, and that the self in man

is subject to repeated births and deaths, each incarnation contribu-

ting something to the chemistry of character, but without any definite

memory of prior embodiments.

And thus as we ponder, we naturally (juestion whether the mil-

lions of battle-slain have gone down into the dust—down to utter obliv-

ion—or whether in response to Immutable Law. they are to live again

—to return to the realm of the tangible via the same physiological

route that brought us all into our present three-dimensional aware-

ness—or must we assume that absolute blankness is the crown of

being and of heroism—must we conclude that death has annihilated

selfhood and stamped the seal of Fi}iis on the conscious potentiality

that was inherent in these men.

Theodore Roosevelt has said that life and death are both parts

of the same Great Adventure. Interpreted in the language of meta-

physics, this is equivalent to saying that: The objective and subjec-

tive phases of existence are both parts of the same Great Adventure

of Continuity.

In other words, life and death may be regarded as conditions of

objectivity and subjectivity, of activity and quiescence, one being

the complement of the other, and analogous to light and darkness,

heat and cold, spring and winter, positive and negative.

It appears therefore logical to conclude, using the abundant

analogy derived from natural facts, that the pendulum of existence

swings to and fro—from the perceptible to the imperceptible—or we

may say, from the objective to the subjective and z'ice versa.

The myster}' that lies before birth and the mystery that lies be-

yond death, are both \oids. seemingly inscrutable. These voids maybe

regarded as imconditioned states, and yet from out the birth void

we have emerged into our present state of conditioned consciousness.

Our pre-birth status was equivalent to a state of death. We were

apparently non-existent, just as much as the man who has died. Yet

here we are. alive and conscious. G)ur analogy will still be logical if

we assume that we will eventually emerge from the post-mortem
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state through the process of human birth, and again move and have

our being among men.

ULTIMATE GOAL OF CONTINUITY.

As we advance into maturity, we grow more conscious of the

inevitable—Dissohition—and we ask ourselves :

"Where am I bound? What is this silent state that mor-

tals fear? Is it the cessation of all awareness, the surcease of

being? Is it the final end of the Great Adventure or is it merely

a portion, a fragment of it?"

In recent years, there has been a marked and increasing interest

in the subject of death and continuity. Men of science and re-

nowned intellect have mobilized their wisdom for a new drive upon

the subject. We observe such men as Sir Oliver Lodge, Crookes,

Lombroso, Maeterlinck and others, including Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle, all of whom were once pronounced materialists, coming

forth and asserting the existence of the psychic, and championing

the logic and necessity of continuity.

The ultimate goal of continuity, however, is an insoluble enigma.

It is equally true that the most elemental fact considered in itself is

beyond full comprehension, and that in its final essence nothing can

be known. And so from the outset human reasoning is limited to the

tangible and conditioned. Hence in discussing continuity we have

recourse only to objective analogy and our reasoning is confined

within the limits of our conditioned consciousness. However, in

contemplating the subject of ultimate destiny, most of the represen-

tative metaphysicians are favorably impressed with the Hindu hy-

pothesis that the destiny of human selfhood is union with Nirvana

or the Absolute Cause which lies far beyond the phenomena of

appearance.

It has been estimated that there are fifteen hundred million

human beings on this planet. Within a hundred and fifty years all

of them will have vanished—just as the millions and millions that

preceded. \\' hither have they gone? Have they entered a sub-

jective state—a fourth-dimensional world of consciousness? What
has become of the fifteen hundred million selves or "I" units that

had expressed themselves in these fifteen hundred million bodies?

These are baffling questions, but science maintains its probing with

magnificent persistence. By almost imperceptible advances, the

unknown is being explored and annexed to the known, but of

course the riddle continues to tantalize, and hence the direct ques-

tion :
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"What is tliere beyond the range of the tangible and objective?"

Alfred Rnssel \\'allace answers withont eqnivocation : "I hold that

the presence of consciousness beA'ond the grave has already been

proved. An unbiased and honest examination of all the facts

gathered by modern psychologists would certainly open the eyes of

even the most doubtful of all the Thomases!"

SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE MODES.

May it not be quite reasonable to assume, according to all the

vast evidence we adduce from inductive and deductive analogy,

that death is the subjective mode and life the objective, and that

there is a perpetual transit of human selves from the subjective to

the objective mode and vice versa?

A'iewed dispassionately and in the light of science, there is

nothing inconsistent in the hypothesis that the subjective state

entered by the dead is the same kind of state as that escaped

from by the newlv born. Is there not strongly presumptive evidence

that those millions who are continually entering the objective, cor-

poreal state by birth are the same individuals who have previously

lapsed by the door of death into the subjective mode which theo-

logians are so fond of designating as "Heaven" or "Hell"?

^Manifestly it would seem the height of logic that a method

good enough to be used by the Absolute Cause in bringing the self

or "I" out of the loins of the living, into a conditioned, objective

state, is good enough to be employed in bringing the same self out

of the subjective or death state a second time—innumerable times.

To the mind untrammeled by creed and dogma, this hypothesis

is far more reasonable and in accord with scientific thought than the

abstract and orthodox idea that the self or "I" which has passed

into the subjective or death mode should perforce remain there

until some very remote resurrection period.

The arguments advanced for reincarnation are in accord with

the principles of science—namely, that no energy can be created

or lost, but that all energy is but a form of the universal energy

which flows on from manifestation to manifestation, ever the same

—never born, never dying, but always moving on and on to new

manifestations. Therefore it is but logical to suppose that the self

or "I" follows the same law of reembodiment, rising higher and

higher throughout time, until finally it reenters the Universal Con-

sciousness from which it emerged, and in which it will continue

to exist, as it existed before it emerged for the cycle of objective

manifestation—or for the Great Adventure.
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VIEWS OF A VETERAN JOURNALIST.

William D. Eaton of Chicago, the veteran journalist who has

enjoyed the friendship of many famous men of letters during a

long and interesting career, has for many years been a deep student

of metaphysics and the esoteric. Relative to reincarnation he said

recently to the writer:

"In these days abundant evidence is offered, of a nature legiti-

mately admissible, that certain powers of excarnate intelligence are

active in the world, while physical science has advanced its method

so far beyond the old horizon that a clear inference of continuous

and teeming life everywhere is not to be avoided.

"The province thus doubly indicated has been known to a few

in all ages. The mind of our Western world is uneasily curious

about it, and that uneasiness is symptomatic of an approaching

change in our whole body of spiritual, ethical, and physical ideol-

ogy, but the time for it is not yet. The people are not ready.

"The message of Jesus, like all the others that ever have been

delivered by the High Ones, has at its heart a steadfast assurance

of the continuity of individual existence, and on this we may rest,

whatever doubt or denial may have been thrown in by physical

science or applied religion. If it will make my meaning any clearer,

I may describe what we call death as an incident in life, involuntary

as birth, and quite as necessary. This implies life before birth as

well as after—in other words, the doctrine of repeated lives, of

which we hear so much, so vaguely.

"Since we abandoned the finalities that prevailed before the

advent of Galileo, science has found new light, as yet imperfect,

but tending to show humanity as included in that scheme of per-

petuity which lies at the base of existence in the lower orders, and

gives us the only definition of the universe that responds at all to

reason.

"The realm of tangibility is nature's transitory phase, appear-

ing and dissolving in processes that are slow only in terms of our

exterior consciousness. Only the unseen is immortal. Sense, dimly

manifested in our outward contact, indicates the one enduring qual-

ity. Man passes, but the spirit of man is not to die."

The belief in the continuity of selfhood or the "I" through

human reembodiment was firmly rooted in the minds of the early

Christians. To-day it is the keystone in the arch of all eastern

religion and philosophy—the belief of nearly two thirds of the

population of the world.
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As a doctrine hoary with antiquity, we find it advanced by

such men as Scotus, Leibniz, Kant, Schelhng, Schopenhauer, Maeter-

linck, and commanding the respect of such scientists as Lodge,

Flammarion, Figuier and Brewster. Poets have plainly leaned

toward it—among them Henry More, Schiller, Goethe, Wordsworth,

Browning, Tennyson, Emerson, Shelley. \Miitman, Arnold and even

Whittier.

The story of mankind—the romance of consciousness, takes a

fresh meaning in the light of eternal continuity, and the perpetuity

of all that exists, is, and can be.

EARTH'S CYCLE OF DEATH AND REBIRTH.

In this light, the glacial periods, the wavering poles, and the

evidences of change in land and water surface begin to clear them-

selves up, according to Mr. Eaton. Two thousand years take our

solar system but a very little way on its long travel to and from its

gravitational seat. Almost L^O.COO years are calculated as required

for the circuit : yet the last 2000 years have shown a steadily in-

creasing warmth. In the time of Cresar the rivers of Italy were

thickly frozen in the winter, and the north of Europe was a sullen

forest, whose scant barbarian tribes clothed themselves in fur.

Egypt and India were the lands of sunshine, whose people had

inherited from millennia beyond much of the knowledge we are

rediscovering now. The knowledge of the skies that enabled the

builders of the pyramid of Gizeh to make an orientation sixteen

lines nearer the true than Tycho Brake could define four hundred

years ago, was not held by men who viewed only with naked and

unaided eyes the stars above the bare sands of their Libvan desert.

High knowledge alone could have enabled them to place the pile

in the exact center of the earth's land and water distribution. They
were the heirs of an earlier summer of science, that gradually

ebbed away as the sun rolled forward into fuller geniality, and

spread more fruitful life toward the north.

Time after time the world has spun that far-fiung oval, and

life has risen and flourished in the rising heat, to fail in fiery

floods. Time after time has the world returned to the days of

Arcady and golden ages, to sweep away again into the stellar

north so far that "the stars grew old and the sun grew cold," and

the grip of icy death was fast upon it.

And in the many thousand years of springtime that led to

each of these sidereal summers, the other many thousand years of

autumn that closed in unimaginable sidereal winters, how manv
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races of men have risen, and striven, and been perfected, and

passed away, each to itself the sum of all that ever was or could

be? How' many more will walk the earth, and live and love, and

strive, and pass into the oblivious void, before the earth itself shall

cease to be?

Races and nations innumerable, busy with their gods and gov-

ernments, have possessed the world before and since the last long

winter, as we possess it now. Names have filled it, worship and

sacrifice have been given to deities, all as real as the names and

races and the gods we know, and have departed into the forgotten

dark, as we shall go : and so it will be through all the unguessable

eons that Arcturus and his groups, our own among them, will

swing on their appointed journey around some other sun to wdiich

Arcturus is as ours to him—forever and forever. The inefitable

stars are unaware of us.

Astronomical history is old enough in authentic records to show

that somewhat more than two thousand years ago x\rcturus was

visible only as a luminous speck. Now it blazes in the evening

sky, a star bright as Jupiter, a beacon among the glittering points

of fire that strew the firmament this side of the ]\Iilky Way.

The rate of travel of our sun through space with its little

group of satellites has been determined. Southward through the

heavens we race, five hundred million miles a year, along an arc

whose segment shows undeviating progress in the one direction of

that growing point of light, and wdiose projection in unmistakable

modes will carry us close around it, and then away, along a wide

and awful sweep, toward Polaris, to the extreme curve that must

be passed before the journey back again begins.

How many times the sun and this our planet have swung that

course, only the power that hangeth the worlds upon nothing ever

can know. That we are now a little more than half way down the

journey to the turning-point, and entering on a spring-like opening

to a young summer of celestial weather, is made clear by those

whose study is the sky, and by those to whom the stars present but

partial mystery.

Recent astronomy has showm by a comparison of the gravita-

tional power of all the greater stars in our region of the universe,

that the line we are traversing is shaped by the influence of Arcturus,

and that its direction will carry us around that star in somewhat

more than twenty-five thousand years. The turn will bring us so

near to it. and into a zone of heat so high that physical life in its

present form will be impossible : for the sun Arcturus is incan-
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descent. The shadowy old behef that the world shall die in fire,

enwrapped a truth—as all beliefs do when they are understood.

At the other end of the oval are thrilling regions of thick-

ribbed ice. Flung to the extreme limit of its course, before it

turns again in answer to the other magnet of its orbit, the sun

and the worlds that circle it, being farthest from their source of

heat, will dim and fall into a sleep of cold so deep that life again

will be suspended, to again awaken and again begin a new develop-

ment as the southward turn is made, and warmth flows in once

more.

ETERNAL ROMANCE OF CONTINUITY.

And all of this unceasing motion is simplv nature, life, mind,

destiny. It is but a phase of the evolution and involution of life

and matter, of the subjective and the objective sides of existence.

'Tis assuredl\- the eternal romance of continuity—the Great Ad-
venture of life and death. 'Tis the Cosmic Consciousness swinging

forward into endless futurity, split up into countless billions of

evolutiug seKes ranging upward in tangible variety to the apex of

the human.

In the actinic light of the lessons taught by nature in all her

mysterious and boundless magnitude, we learn that we are living

in a millionth-rate world which is revolving around a millionth-rate

sun. Dogma and creed after creed may flourish and have its little

day, but the unchanging creed of nature which science is inter-

preting ever more clearly, points imerringly to continuity and peri-

odical renaissance of all that is, lives and thinks.

That which is aware of itself cannot escape from that aware-

ness. We cannot elude ourselves—the ever present 'T" within our-

selves. The suicide seeks to do it, but nature refutes the idea in

her teeming manifestations of regeneration. We are as atoms of

awareness which have been detached and may be for eons, from
the central—the Supreme Awareness.

TRAINED REPORTERS IN WONDERLAND OF SCIENCE.

Men in their myriad struggles to attain ephemeral, objective

realities are prone to be oblivious of the deep and enduring realities

of the subjective side of the tangible—the side which is revealing

itself fragment by fragment to those few who are out on the as-

signment in the \\'onderland of Science, intent upon securing new
and hidden gems of eternal fact which will amaze mankind and
awaken ignorance. The trained reporters in the wonderland are
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loyal and steadfast, each engaged on special assignments—physics,

geology, astronomy, psychology, psychic phenomena, etc.

Newton went out on his assignment. He saw an apple fall,

and he rejiorted the law of gravitation, writing a story that was

the beat of his time. His story of an eternal fact made possible

a knowledge of the trajectory of our sun, and now we know the

course and at least the story of the world we inhabit.

Henri Fabre went forth on his assignment—entomology. He
saw an insect and marveled. He was one of the first to demon-

strate the \alue of imagination in science, but the fact that we may

rely upon his observations is shown by his caution in dealing with

the life of the spider. He marveled at the geometry of the spider's

web, but was careful to report that the instinct in this case practises

higher geometry without knowing or caring about it. What shocked

Fabre was the immorality of the insect world—its cruelty, its ruth-

lessness, its insanity, \aried with displays of wonderful hedonism

or love of pleasure.

"Life has unfathomable secrets," said Fabre. "Human knowl-

edge will be erased from the archives of the world before we

possess the last word that the gnat has to say to us."

Fabre reported upon continuity—reembodiment. He showed how

the caterpillar weaves his own silken tomb, and within it passes

those months of trance or subjectivity which precede its glorious

birth into a new element.

Covering the psychic and psychological. Lodge, Wallace, ]\Iey-

ers, Hvslop, James, Hudson. Miinsterberg and others, have gathered

facts, wonderful data which future reporters in the \\'onderland of

Science can utilize in their quest of truth.

Science tells us of the romance and perpetuity of all existence.

Thus shall w^e realize that rank after rank, the souls of men will

sweep with the swinging sun toward its turning-point, growing

with each return to bodily integuments, finding out as every season

passes toward the Arcturus solstice, till the earth is cleared for yet

another cycle.



THE COSMIC MEW-POINT.

BY T. SWAxXX HARDING.

ONE day during the war some pictures of fighting men appeared

in a newspaper ; they were German prisoners, the attempt being

to depict Kultur by its undesirable fruits. And they were sorry,

unkempt looking fellows : for close-croi^ped ("lermans. heavily

bearded and freely smeared with trench mud, are not exactly in-

spiring creatures. Which reminds me that Sven Hedin, in his JVith

the German Army on the Western Front, took particular pains to

print many sorry-looking pictures of French and English prisoners

in order to "prove" that England and France were degenerate

nations. And so indeed many on each side verily believed that the

enemv was rather a wretched animal.

But yet. we must consider the fact that to millions of people

every one of those men was a hero in disguise, a diamond in the

rough ; his dirty bandages were badges of honor, his very condition

was a matter of just pride. As William James has told us. scientist

and bricklayer appear very similar to the shoemaker who sees in

each but a pair of feet which rerjuire shoes of a certain siz?. It

depends altogether on who judges. To your Ilindenburgs, your

Cadornas, your Petains. your Haigs and your Pershings how differ-

ently some placid hillside a])pears than to us. \\> see it as a picture

of pastoral beauty, lint to them—well, just as the engineer would

instantly begin to calculate how to put the hill into a near-by valley

in the interest of flat monotony, so on their part the generals w^ould

be mentally placing their artillery and blowing the landscape to

atoms. And. until the worlds Reventlows and Renans and

Treitschkes and Bernhardis and \\'ilkinsons learn to see things dif-

ferently—learn, in short, to see them cosmically—the world will be

the loser.

In fact. I have about become convinced that what I choose to
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call the cosmic view-point,' the view-point of what is a catholic

philosophy, is precisely the only, thing capable of preserving peace.

And until the world gets this larger view-point, war must remain.

Its ado])tion will not mean the righting of isolated wrongs here and

there after the manner of the reformer ; it will mean something

bigger than this. It will mean an ideal attained, a way of looking

at things engendered and an atmosphere of good will created which

shall bring all the little things along in its wake and shall magically

transmute wrong into right. \'iewing things cosmically, strife,

pettiness, intolerance, bigotry, war—these all are outlawed and im-

possible.

De Quincey had the idea in "The Manchester Grammar School"

when he referred to a concession "to an interest in human nature

that, as such, transcended by many degrees all considerations purely

national,'" speaking of "....something inexpressibly nobler and

deeper [than nationality], viz., patriotism, ^""or true and unaffected

patriotism will show its love in a noble form by sincerity and truth.

But nationality, as I have always found, is mean : is dishonest ; is

ungenerous ; is incapable of candor : and being continually besieged

with temptations to falsehood, too often ends by becoming habitually

mendacious."

But, to turn from international politics, here we see the ardent

Christian vociferously upholding his Man of Nazareth as earth's

noblest spiritual pattern—which is all well and good—yet he is un-

able to comprehend that a Buddhist may feel his Gautama incompar-

able. But, it is asked, what right has a pagan to think that he has

any truth in his religion ? I answer, that he is sincere and that Truth

absolute has many facets of which Buddhism may well be one. But

the pagan is not civilized. Look at us ! We have sky-scrapers and

motor-cars and printing-presses and railroads and everything. We
are blessed with science.

And when I begin to think thus my mind reverts to the naive

Turkish cadi quoted by James who insisted, "Shall we say, Behold

this star spinneth round that star, and this other star with a tail

goeth and cometh in so many years ! Let it go ! He from whose

hand it came will guide and direct it
!" Who, then, shall be the judge

that our civilization is absolutely superior to that of any other age?

1 And I used this term in print several years before the following sentence

occurred in Marvin M. Loewenthal's review of Albert Bigelow Paine's letters

of Mark Twain in the Dial of Feb. 8, 1919
—"This could be the scolding of a

satirist if there were not beliind it the cosmic view that lumped mankind with

himself." I am inclined to think that Mr. Loewenthal's meaning is not exactly

mine, but the coincidence interested me.
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Who shall weigh mechanics against cultnre, science against Greek-

art, modern philosophy against Socrates, modern ethics against Con-

fucius?

A dirty, eccentric old deaf man with habits too execrable for the

polite society of to-day. composed nine symphonies which the elect

of future generations must appear to appreciate in order to remain

the elect ! Who are truly civilized—he with his music and his rude-

ness or the elect with their luxury and their crass inanity?

Dear funnv old Charles Lamb comes to mind, he who frankly

itemized his surpassing ignorance in "The Old and the New School-

master," saying:

"But the fact is, a man may do very well with a very little

knowledge, and scarce be found out in mixed company ; everybody

is so much more ready to produce his own than to call for a display

of your acquisitions. But in a tete-a-tete there is no shuffling. The

truth will out. There is nothing which I dread so much as the

being left alone for a quarter of an hour with a sensible, well-

informed man that does not know me."

And yet the Essays of Ella, the product of this self-confessed

ignoramus who openly declared therein that he knew nothing of and

cared less about the rules of English prose composition, always

form one of the classics meticulously studied by our youthful stu-

dents of to-day.

What explains these paradoxes? They vanish if viewed in the

light of a more catholic philosophy, if examined from the cosmic

view-point. Christ may be our constant inspiration while certain

devotees of Gautama the Buddha find their captain satisfying

without detracting one bit from our faith. And Beethoven may
compose marvelous music and Lamb magnificent prose—and their

efiforts may have been made in ignorance of set rules (or in dis-

regard thereof)—yet later, and lesser, minds have been persuaded

to analyze their works and invent rules to account for them. Beet-

hoven was more or less of a boor : Lamb all too frequently imbibed

wine in disconcerting quantities ; Wagner was a libertine and

Bobby Burns a scalawag—one way of looking at it.

But considered more broadly, each and every genius has mo-

ments of inspiration which never occur to us common, average

mortals ; moments of such intense spiritual and mental activity that

the very nervous strain may have made them the more easy prey

to temptation in other moments. It is, nevertheless, our duty to

learn from them, to be cultured by them, and, while not condoning
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their faults or even extenuating them, to absorb as much as we may
of their sublimest and best.

The world sufifers from the lack of a cosmic view-point. By

this is meant the view-point which transcends the trivial, which

looks beyond the dogmatic, which envelops the narrow and which

makes of the human animal a man icitJi an intellect. Matters

viewed cosmically present an aspect totally different from that

under which they appear when viewed through the distorted me-

dium afforded by creedal, scholastic or nationalistic bias.

In Emerson we find this view-point. Indeed, the following

from his essay on Intellect indicates that trend of mind very strongly.

"God offers to every mind its choice between truth and repose.

Take which you please ; you can never have both. I'etween these,

as a pendvdum, man oscillates. He in whom the love of repose

predominates will accept the first creed, the first philosophy, the first

political party he meets—most likely his father's. He gets rest,

commodity and reputation ; but he shuts the door of truth. He in

whom the love of truth predominates will keep himself aloof from

all moorings and afloat. He will abstain from dogmatism and rec-

ognize all the opposite negations between which, as walls, his being

is swung. He submits to the inconvenience of suspense and im-

perfect opinion, but he is a candidate for truth, as the other is not,

and respects the highest law of his being."

This is indeed an empirical statement of the attitude of mind

more scientifically descril^ed as a discriminating course of action in

Edwin B. Holt's The Freudian Ulsli, the method which does not

err psychologically by suppressing anything, but which investigates

the facts and acts accordingly and whole-heartedly, and which avoids

the extreme of desire on the one hand and that or remorse on the

other. It resolves itself into the old question of conformity or

non-conformity, heterodoxy or orthodoxy, conservatism or radical-

ism. A concrete illustration is White's JJ\irfare of Science and

Religion.

We wonder sometimes whether luuerson did not swing too far

over toward lack of repose in search of truth. Dr could one swing

too far? He tells us somewhere that if we do but take our stand

fearlessly the whole world will in time come round to us ! But per-

haps this depends upon how dogmatically we stand. For nothing

can be more dogmatic than self-righteous liberalism, and the utter

intolerance of the incorrigible radical is in a class by itself. We
can take our stand in such a manner as to antagonize and to make
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prejudice sufficiently tangible to defeat our ends. And in so doing

we again miss truth without attaining repose.

"Reform is affirmati\e. conservatism negative : conservatism

goes for comfort, reform for truth each is a good half, but an

impossible whole," wisely continues our sage. He gives the con-

servative his place in the scheme of things, and well enough—for

who was it but Emerson who conformed by \oting '"Xay" when
compulsory chapel came up before the Harvard I'oard of Regents

—

for its abolition was certainly more in accord with his philosophy.

Certainly the conservative is right in upholding the dignity of

things as they are, of the present, to the point where new truth is

discovered. But new evidence reopens the case. If your conserva-

tive is going to sleep in dogiua, or creed, or philosophy, or politics,

or nationalism, so soundly that he becomes impervious to the de-

mands of truth it! other systems and in other nations, he has lost his

claim to respect. Or if your truth-seeker sets out deliberately to

demolish established systems from pure love of destruction and in

barrenness of any constructive touch to offer, he is unworthy to be

a leader. A type of mind can be conceived which respects and

retains the good in present systems, but which gladly discards any-

thing, however sacredly enshrined by precedent, when conclusively

proven in error : a mind which does not permit formal statements

of belief to deflect the light of truth or to inhibit development.

Such a mind is after all the noblest and cosmically the most valuable.

A further example of the attitude, worthy to be added to that

of Emerson, is from the Jottrnal lutiinc of Amiel

:

"My point of view is philosophical, that is to say, impartial

and impersonal. The only type which pleases me is perfection, is

mankind, is the ideal man. As to the national man, while I tolerate

and study him. I do not admire him. I may only admire beautiful

examples of the species. Great men. men of genius, sublime char-

acters, noble souls, and those types are found in every ethnographic

compartment. My 'chosen country' (to quote ]\Iadame de Stael)

is among chosen individuals. I have no weakness whatever for the

Erench. the Germans, the Swiss, the English, the Poles, or the

Italians any more than for Brazilians or Chinese. The patriotic

illusion, fanatic, exclusive, professional, does not exist for me. On
the contrary. I more readily become conscious of the deficiencies,

the ugliness and the imperfections of the particular groups of men
to which I belong. ]\Iy inclination is to see things as thev are,

allowances made for my individual point of view and all i)assion

and desire banished. My antipathy is not toward this person or
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that, but toward error, intolerance, prejudice, foolishness, exclusive-

ness, exaggeration. I love only justice and the just."

The cosmic view-point was that of Socrates, "the citizen of the

world" ; and of Jesus, the spiritual elder brother of all men—he

who ruthlessly destroyed that he might fulfil, and who first conceived

the tremendous idea of a one and only God for all men, although

this notion had before been adumbrant in other minds. Among
moderns it is the attitude of Charles Ferguson in religion, of Felix

Adler in ethics and of Ralph Lane in politics.

A recent number of the Hihhcrt Journal (Jan., 1919) contains

an article by Rhynd which strikingly describes the destroying Christ.

He it was who swiftly overturned a narrow, nationalistic sacerdotal

system to construct a world faith, and whose God was "of a truth

no respecter of persons." In religion, the cosmic view-point means

the ability to study and to appreciate the evolution of religion

through countless and varied forms, up to the present phase—and

then to realize that this aspect must in turn and in time give place

to other manifestations of man's endeavor to get into harmony with

the unseen.

In philosophy and in science the cosmic view-point brings the

breadth of vision to sift the good from the evil in all schools ; it

gives all svstems their due and profits from the most useful in turn.

In art, science and philosophy it refuses to adopt any one school

to the blind exclusion of all others, but merely presumes to follow

one particular path toward truth in open-mindedness. The advance

of cosmic evolution is ever impeded by a false loyalty to an arti-

ficially limited sphere of action. Religion is greater than sect;

healing than any school of medicine and the welfare of humanity

than any political party.

In world politics we sorely need the cosmic view-point as a

guarantee of future peace ; the view-point which sees matters not

through the eyes of this or that nation, Init with the evolution of

humanity toward true spiritual freedom ever at heart. We sadly

need to learn that the welfare of humanity, the ability to develop

unhampered spirituality and mentality—these are of vastly more

significance than whether we shall live or starve or die in or for

some restricted area called "nation" looking upon those without as

more or less tolerable barbarians. Until we decide that colonial

expansion shall be neither exploitation nor a greedy desire (camou-

flaged as altruism) to uplift some inferior race for the glory and the

aggrandizement of some one country, we shall have failed to get

the cosmic view-point. Viewed cosmically, the evolution of the
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human race toward that truer democracy which frees man intel-

lectually, places sovereignty in the collective heart of humanity and

abolishes false loyalty transcends all else.

And then I begin to wonder about the practicability of it all.

Does it work out in practice or is this cosmic view-point philosophy

perennially in the clouds? For what can it avail if it loses its

efificacy in the petty things of life? Yet I rather think it would

and does, when tried, work out in practice right in every-day life.

Said Epictetus that the true test of philosophy was not the

quiet meditations of the sage in the closet, but the philosopher's

reaction to the constant stress of daily life. The philosopher in

the storm-tossed ship at sea is no philosopher if he be not calm

while lesser minds howl in desperation. Were he to rage and moan
and cry out to fate, what avails this theory he so highly com-

mended to humanity at large? So said he of the lame limb but the

stalwart mind.

And it was Socrates who so perfectly fulfilled Epictetus's defi-

nition of what a philosopher should be. And how? By what

prodigies of dialectics? By what marvel of profound intellect?

By what magic of interrogation? By what subtle syllogism? Aye.

by none of these! But what then did he do? Wliy, he lived with

a shrew unperturbed and remained calm when taunted by an ingrate

son. Wdien his ebullient spouse danced in an ecstasy of anger all

over a fine cake some friends had sent him he laughed quietly and

murmured, "There now. you shall not have your share of the cake!"

This it was that so impressed Epictetus : the Socratic philosophy

did not cra\enly desert him in the little things.

Socrates was, in truth, a real philosopher—and when the ig-

norant came to him and asked to be directed to some teacher at

whose feet they might learn wisdom—did he sav with pardonable

self-estesm, 'Tiere am I: you need seek no further"? He was too

much of a philosopher for that! He was so truly a j)hilosopher that

those who sought a spurious product easily overlooked him. For
he kindly directed them to other sages.

And so should our scheme of things, however good it appears

academically as a world tonic, fit into the petty irritations of life.

When a superior is vexed, a street-car delayed, a typewriter recalci-

trant—do we bite our nails and mutter atrocious exclamations in

a pale blue language all our own? Big things tend to arouse those

excellent dormant qualities half comatose in all of us ; war makes
heroes of necktie clerks : but the little things—verilv these require
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an effective philosophy. Will the cosmic view-point tide us over

the small crisis ?

Or must we admit as did David tlume that those realistic

visions of the thinker's closet fade away into thin mist and lose

their reality under stress of the city's throbhing life and the business

of workaday existence? David almost gave up in despair when he

considered it all. lie almost resolved that he was no sage at all,

and that he might as well forsake his elaborate theories and seek

pottage with the common herd.

And possibly old Ben Franklin, despite his wise maxims, wasted

many an hour ; perhaps Roosevelt had rare moments when he was

not strenuous ; doubtless Epictettis was not ever and always the

stoic par excellence ; in fact Socrates may now and then have spoken

half irritably to his hot-tempered spouse ; and we all know that

Jesus at least once cast aside his pacific idealism and forcibly

ejected the hypocrites from the Temple. And so, while we may

not every minute find ourselves equal to the impossible task of

placid deliberation, we may make the cosmic view-point our ideal

and equability of temperament our end and aim.

In conclusion I would insist that such a view of things does

not negate nationalism : it transcends and glorifies it. It lauds the

nation wiiose culture produces a world heritage—a Shakespeare, a

Goethe, a Dante or an Emerson. It holds in just admiration the

land where men are happy and free and development is wdiolesome

and normal. It glorifies national achievements as such, but does not

hope to inculcate culture with the sword. It tacitly assumes that

right is bound to live and that that nation is greatest which con-

tributes most to spiritual, intellectual and moral uplift. An Ibsen,

a Swedenborg. a Grieg, a ^Maeterlinck, a Chopin, a Rubens, a

Bjornson—these in the cosmic view-point, demonstrate that true

greatness abideth not in force of arms, or in great territories, but in

ideals. True democracy will succeed to-day's crude efforts when

the cosmic view-point breaks the bonds of tradition, looses the

shackles of shibboleth and divided loyalty, emancipates mankind

from the slavery of conxentional anachronisms and childish mental

formulas, places sovereignty in the great heart of collective human-

ity, teaching man simply to trust his fellow-man.
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BY RUl'.ERT SIIAFER.

IT is somehow odd in this year to come upon what purports to be

a new vohime of essays by \\'alter Horatio Pater. Much water

has run under the bridge since those middle years of the eighteen-

nineties when Mr. C. L. Shadwell gathered together the floating

remnants of Pater's legacy, and in a manner fixed the canon of his

friend's work. Pater has. too. during this time been evaluated,

placed, one might almost say disposed of, by critics and scholars.

We consider his estheticism to be dead : most would say well dead :

yet none would deny that, though it be like an apparition from

another age, the appearance of a new book by him would be an

event of importance.

Skctclics and Rci'lcz^'s.^ however,—in its appropriate yellow

boards, reminiscent of the great "esthetic" quarterly of the 'nine-

ties—does not contain material as new as its editor believed. This

gentleman says in his introduction that none of the pieces he has

gathered has ever been printed in book form. P>ut the book's first

essay, "Aesthetic Poetry," was reprinted by Pater himself in the

first edition of Appreciations in 1889. The following year it was

dropped from the second edition, the paper on "Feuillet's La Morte"

taking its place. The other essays in this "new" volume, all save

one, appeared in 1903 in the little book called Uncollected Essays,

published by ^Ir. T. B. Mosher of Portland, Maine. The exception,

"Coleridge as a Theologian," is the weightiest review in this "new"

collection. It might alone justify the volume, had not Pater long

ago incorporated the essence of the review as well as many passages

verbatim into his essay on Coleridge in Appreciations.

Some devout followers may welcome Sketches and Reviezvs

in spite of its more than doubtful newness, though they will not

easily forgive its many typographical errors. The craftsman too,

1 A volume of essays by Pater, published in their "Penguin Series" by
Messrs. Boni and Liveright. New York, 1919.
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or perhaps the scholar, may take an innocent pleasure in comparing

the two essays on Coleridge—a kind of exercise not without useful-

ness, but already possible for the curious in Pater's three Words-

worth essays. To others the need for this "yellow book" may not

be so apparent. Yet its publishers will have performed a real ser-

vice if in this way they cause some of us to reflect anew upon

Walter Pater's interpretation of life and its meaning. Such reflec-

tions are not of merely historical interest, for they bring into view

a connection between Pater and ourselves—his way of thinking

and ours of to-day—such as apparently not many persons suspect.

The words are famous in which Pater defined the good or, as

he put it, successful life. "To burn always with this hard gemlike

flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is success in life" ;—and the flame

and ecstasy are just the eagerness with which one welcomes ex-

perience of the outside world for its own sake. These words from

the "Conclusion" in The Renaissance, with their context, give one

the essence of Pater's view-point, maintained consistently from the

beginning to the end of his career ; and through pondering them

alone one might come to understand well enough what was his

conception of life. r>ut in Marius the Epicurean he has written

out at once a fuller and a more considered statement of the same

position, and by scrutiny of the "sensations and ideas" of the young

Marius we mav best understand his creator in, at any rate, his not

least important aspect. '

Pater emi)hasiz;s in this romance, as it has been called, the

resemblances, more than superficial, between the age of Marcus

Aurelius and the the end of the nineteenth century. "That age and

our own," he says, "have much in common—many difiiculties and

hopes"—and he warns the reader that at moments he mav appear

to have his own time in mind rather than that of Marius. The fact

is important for any complete understanding of the book—a picture

of a youth brought up carefully in his ancestral religion who. upon

coming into contact with the great world, feels compelled to forsake

his old religion for a form of hedonism, a materialistic sensational-

ism which further contact with the world illogically modifies, but

in no way destroys. Pater has elsewhere noted some part of those

conditions in the nineteenth century which suggested the bare frame-

work of his "romance." "For one born in eighteen hundred and

three," he says in his essay on Merimee, "much was recently become

incredible that had at least warmed the imagination even of the

skeptical eighteenth century.... A great outlook had lately been

cut off. After Kant's criticism of the mind, its j)retensions to pass
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beyond the limits of individual experience seemed as dead as those

of old French royalty. And Kant did but furnish its innermost

theoretic force to a more general criticism, which had withdrawn

from every department of action, underlying principles once thought

eternal. A time of disillusion followed." Energetic souls, however,

he goes on to say. attempted to recover themselves in a changed

world ;

—
"Art : the passions, above all. the ecstasy and sorrow of

love : a purely empirical knowledge of nature and man : these still

remained, at least for pastime, in a world of which it was no longer

proposed to calculate the remoter issues."

These generalizations reflect their light upon the young ]\Iarius's

questionings and search for the true way of life. We are given to

understand that this youth, with all his capacity for feeling and the

store that he set on sentiment, possessed also an independent in-

telligence. Early set free of the associations and restrictions of his

country home, he found himself in the very different atmosphere

of a school of rhetoric in Pisa. The town itself, in its insistent

new sights and varied gayness, all in vivid contrast with the quiet

monotone of his earlier years, seemed forcibly to thrust in upon
him new ideals of brilliant color, "absolutely real, with nothing less

than the reality of seeing and hearing." while the old ideals of

country piety grew "how vague, shadowy, problematical!" ^larius

soon began to suspect, "though it was a suspicion he was careful

at first to put from him." that his cherished ancestral religion

"might come to count with him as but one form of poetic beauty,

or of the ideal, in things : as but one voice, in a world where there

were many voices it would be a moral weakness not to listen to."

The religious claim was still strong, but was beginning to yield to

another, "proposing to him unlimited self-expansion in a world of

various sunshine." The tendency was strengthened by the com-
panionship of a schoolfellow with personality of compelling charm
and strength, Flavian, who never hesitated in the pursuit of "various

sunshine." And Flavian gave Marius the benefit not only of his

own vivid example, but also "the writings of a sprightly wit, then

very busy with the pen, one Lucian." Xaturally the time was not

long until ]\Iarius had to come to some settlement with himself,

in an attempt to determine what for him were the respective claims

of his new life and his old religion. In this moment of partino-

ways he "instinctively recognized" that "in vigorous intelligence,

after all, divinity was most likely to be found a resident." He could

maintain his integrity, find his own way of life, only through "the

honest action of his own untroubled, unassisted intelligence" in all
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fields ; and this conclusion was made attractive to him by "the feel-

ing. . . .of a poetic beauty in mere clearness of thought, the actually

esthetic charm of a cold austerity of mind."

Applying, then, his unaided reason to the search for truth,

Marius found it quickly enough ; and found it, as had been fore-

ordained, in the words of Aristippus of Cyrene, that pupil of Soc-

rates who brought the skeptical incjuiries of his master to a nihilistic

conclusion and contrived to build upon the latter a philosophy of

pleasure. Aristippus had rigidly confined his speculations about the

world and life, had indeed attempted not to speculate at all about

anything, but merely to interpret human life in terms of imme-

diately known certainties. He was one of those who wished to teach

men how to live, believing that all else which philosophers concerned

themselves with was a species of nonsense. Moreover, for this

purpose he took life, practically speaking, at its worst : he looked

only outside of and around himself, and he concluded that since

things and persons are but doubtful shadows, never continuing a

moment in one stay, knowledge about them—the truth—is impos-

sible, knowledge being something fixed and permanent, and the

search for it a mere vanity or delusion. lUit instead of allowing

this conclusion to dej^ress him he turned it into a "stimulus toward

every kind of activity and prompted a perpetual, inextinguishable

thirst after experience." Tt was. Pater thinks. Aristippus's rich and

genial nature which thus transformed his initial material—giving

"the spectacle of one of the happiest temperaments coming, so to

speak, to an understanding with the most depressing of theories

;

accepting the results of a metaphysical system which seemed to con-

centrate into itself all the w^eakening trains of thought in earlier

Greek speculation, and making the best of it, turning its hard, bare

truths, with wonderful tact, into precepts of grace, and delicate

wisdom, and a delicate sense of honor. Given," Pater continues,

"the hardest terms, supposing our days are indeed but a shadow,

even so, we may well adorn and beautify, in scrupulous self-respect,

our souls, and whatever our souls touch upon—these wonderful

bodies, these material dwelling-places through which the shadows

pass together for a while, the very raiment we wear, our very pas-

times and the intercourse of society."

Aristi])])us"s "hard, bare truth" was of course what nowadays

would be termed the "subjectivity of knowledge." He considered

that one could never learn the truth about things because things

would never remain still long enough for one to examine them.

While one looked they changed from instant to instant under one's
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eyes, and nothing nntler the sun was for two seconds the same thing.

Rut there is no need of going on ; everybody knows these famous

old arguments against the possibility of any knowledge of reality,

or the "tliing-in-itself." They ha\e been W'Onderfully revivified

and enlarged in modern times, though in essentials they have scarcely

changed. The problem raised for one—alike for an .Vristippus or

a child of the present century—who fancies he has thus dissolved

away all possibility of knowledge, is whether any kind of basis for

certitude in the conduct of life can still be found. Knowdedge being

impossible, are we not set down in an all-pervasive fog where one

man's guess, about any question, is as good as another's?—where

all standards disappear and at the most one can say with Pater

that "nothing is intrinsically great or small, good or evil"? So of

course Pater's ]^Iarius concluded, yet thought he discerned an escape

from universal blankness in the reflection that wdiat any individual

directly feels is his own, that, wdiatever it be worth, such feeling

requires, at least, no proof. It is just '"there." ,\nd this reflection

thus became the cornerstone for a theory wdiich makes life consist

wdiolly of "direct sensation," as being the one immediate and un-

([uestionable certainty of existence.

Thus the "grace and delicate wisdom" of Aristippus and of

Marius lay in the "apprehension that the little point of this present

moment alone really is, between a past which has just ceased to be

and a future which may never come" ; and Marius appropriately

resolved "to exclude regret and desire, and yield himself to the im-

provement of the present with an absolutely disengaged mind."

"With a sense of economy, with a jealous estimate of gain and

loss," he would "use life, not as the means to some problematic end,

but. as far as might be, from dying hour to dying hour, an end in

itself—a kind of music, all-suflicing to the duly trained ear, even

as it died out on the air." He would aim at every possible kind

of experience. He would attempt to set all his faculties free, by

"clearing the tablet of his mind" from all doctrines or theories

which might set up any interference with this aim. And so would

he impartially "burn with a hard, gemlike flame."

]\Iarius was, then—as Pater more than once explicitly says—

•

a materialist, and conceived life as exclusively an aiTair of the five

senses, "which certainly never deceive us about themselves, about

which alone we can never deceive ourselves." All things pleasur-

able became grist for Marius's unexhaustible mill. But 'Pater was

of course not satisfied to stop here ; taking beauty to express for

himself the Epicurean or, as it was called in his century, utilitarian
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concept of pleasure, he attempted to answer the question, what is

beautiful, or pleasant? On these principles, as is well known, one

can differentiate between pleasures only in terms of quantity, not of

kind or quality, and Pater did not. like ]\Iill, at this point give his

position away. "Our one chance." he says in the "Conclusion" of

The Renaissance, "lies in expanding that interval [of life], in getting

as many pulsations as possible into the given time. Great passions

may give us this quickened sense of life, ecstasy and sorrow of love,

the various forms of enthusiastic activity, disinterested or otherwise,

which come naturally to many of us. Only be sure it is passion-

that it does yield you this fruit of a quickened, multiplied conscious-

ness. Of such wisdom, the poetic passion, the desire of beauty, the

love of art for its own sake, has most. For art comes to you pro-

posing frankly to give nothing but the highest quality to your mo-
ments as they pass, and simply for those moments' sake."

It was well enough, as an assertion or as kindly meant advice, thus

to represent the sensations derivable from the arts as making up the

quantitatively pleasantest or most perfect life ; but by the very terms

of this creed, wherein "nothing is intrinsically great or small, good

or evil," the restriction could not hold good save for Pater himself.

Each individual
—

"ringed round by that thick wall of personality

through which no real voice has ever pierced on its way to him, able

only to conjecture that which may be without"—each so isolated

person must prove for himself by the path of impartial experiment

what sensations yield him the greatest amount of pleasure ;—and we
have only to look round us to see how diverse, putting it mildly, are

the felt pleasures of humanity. To this fact Pater was not at all

blind—he at times insisted upon it—yet he seems never quite to have

taken in its consequences for his theoretic position. When later,

however, he wrote Marias the Epicurean he had come at any rate

to see that the creed of sensation perforce dissolved into nothingness

both morals and religion. This he was very far from wishing. The
fair orderliness, both personal and social, of which a traditional

morality is the groundwork, and the observances and associations

of an old religion, both meant much to Pater in his personal experi-

ence. Hence he was constrained to include them, somehow—make
some place for them that would at least seem real—within the

materialist's world of sensation.

In the matter of morality, Marius was led by contemplation of

"the ethical charm of Cornelius," his Christian friend who in an-

other place had served to reinforce his materialism, to question the

exclusion of moral sanctions from the creed of sensation. "The
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noble and resolute air, the gallantry, so to call it, which composed

the outward mien and presentment of his strange friend's inflexible

ethics," called into Marius's mind a suspicion of the graceless con-

tradiction between his own "standards" and those of traditional mo-

rality, which might make him in other men's eyes an outlaw ; that

is, the contradiction might rudely take from him some social pleas-

ure, and might also defeat, socially, the impression his creed ought

to make ! Consequently, if his creed were not to figure for others

as different from what it seemed to himself, he had to discover

some way of forcing duty and righteousness into the Cyrenaic

scheme of things. The "way," Marius found, lay in "the purely

esthetic beauty of the old morality." He came to see it "as an

element in things, fascinating to the imagination, to good taste in its

most highly developed form, through association—a system or order,

as a matter of fact, in possession, not only of the larger world, but

of the rare minority of elite intelligences ; from which, therefore,

least of all would the sort of Epicurean he had in view endure to

become, so to speak, an outlaw." In other words, Marius would

conform to the morality of his day on the ground that it would be

in bad taste not to ; and he would so be more comfortable in pluck-

ing Epicurean roses within the limitations of other men's standards

of approval.

It is much the same with religion. Christianity gained Marius's

pleased approbation—no other words quite so express it—but not

his inner assent. When he was first taken to the "curious house"

of Cecilia, not yet knowing that she and those about her were

Christians, he was enchanted by the sound of singing, coming from

he knew not where ; and he felt that "it was the expression not

altogether of mirth, yet of some wonderful sort of happiness—the

blithe self-expansion of a joyful soul in people upon whom some

all-subduing experience had wrought heroically, and who still re-

membered, on this bland afternoon, the hour of a great deliver-

ance." Clinging to all that he saw there was a quiet, astringent

beauty, and in this retired, wonderfully confident new way of life

Marius found a grand appeal, exactly in its atmosphere of deliver-

ance. For "in truth, one of his most characteristic and constant

traits had ever been a certain longing for escape—-for some sudden,

relieving interchange, across the very spaces of life, it might be,

along which he had lingered most pleasantly—for a lifting, from

time to time, of the actual horizon. It was," Pater goes on to

explain too well, "like the necessity under which the painter finds

himself, to set a window or open doorway in the background of his
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picture : or like a sick man's longing for northern coolness, and the

whispering willow-trees, amid the breathless evergreen forests of

the south." Marius was soothed by the mere sympathetic contem-

plation of the strange way in which other folk could be moved by

this remarkable religion. He felt that the sight of it might serve

for him, not as the cure, but probably "the solace or anodyne of his

great sorrows—of that constitutional sorrowfulness, not peculiar to

himself perhaps, but which had made his life certainly like one long

'disease of the spirit.'
"

There is inconsistency in this insistence, for a special purpose,

upon Marius's great sorrowfulness : and indeed any careful reader

may perceive for himself several loose ends—contradictions not

merely phraseological—in this so carefully written book, which

indicate that Pater's hold upon the task he had set himself was

partial and inconstant. Yet one cannot say that he was incon-

sistent in his treatment of morality and religion. He could not

admit as valid any of the real claims of either—and he can be under

no suspicion of having done so! Mrs. Humphry Ward in her re-

cently published Recollections says that while Pater, having before

1870 relinquished all belief in the Christian religion, never returned

to it in the "intellectual sense," still, "his heart returned to it," and

"he became once more endlessly interested in it, and haunted by

the 'something' in it. which he thought inexplicable." Exactly so;

and herein lies the difiference which Mrs. Ward speaks of between

the "Conclusion" in 77/r Rcnoissance and Mariiis the Epicurean ;

but it should be completely evident that Pater's theoretic position

remains in the later book in all respects unchanged by the perceptible

— but for this purpose ineffective— beatings of his new heart,

Though his mind did not remain entirely cold to his heart's call, it

did remain unconvinced : and at the best Pater has shown that the

"right kind of person," the fastidious man of "a hieratic refinement,"

will so feel the i)urely esthetic appeal of morality and religion as

not to ignore the one nor to trample down the other.- With the

fact that both would swiftly j)erish from the earth under such

patronage Pater does not attempt to deal. ( )ne was to become the

"right kind of person" and a patron of traditional morality and

religion through the kindly offices of a purely secular culture, and

yet this secular culture had come precisely to take the place of

2 It is but fair to remind the reader that Edward Dowden in his sympa-

thetic summary of Pater's thought has said it is "an erroneous criticism which

represents Mai-ius as only extending a refined hedonism so as to include within

it new pleasures of tlie moral sense or the religious temper." The reader must

judge for himself whether or not this assertion is substantiated by the explana-

tion which follows it ( Essaxs Modern and Elizabethan, pp. 17-19).
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traditional morality and religion. Such inconsequence may not have

troubled Pater, but it must give pause to less gifted souls.

The grounds of Pater's position are not very far to seek. Of

course they lay, first of all. in his own temperament. This is the

case, as Pater himself has rightly insisted, with each one of us ; and

Pater's deeplv grained yet economical sensuousness, his "lust of the

eye," would in any age have sealed him of the children of this

world who contentedly follow the counsels of Horace, moderated

and refined as those were from Horace's Epicurean teachers. Pater's

affinity, too, with Ruskin. and with Morris and Rossetti, is obvious

and has been much talked of. All of these men and some others

of their time had in common, though with varying degrees of con-

sciousness, a profound desire to save from impending destruction,

in the swirl of nineteenth-century industrialism, the artistic values

of life. Their salutary efi:'ort was to bring men back to a sense of

the enrichment—the pleasure and the good which come from the fair

adornment of life itself and of all the instruments of life. The

question whv their attempts met with comparative failure is as

interesting as it is complex : but it cannot be considered here save

as Pater's part in it may shed light upon the whole movement.

What nmst be noticed is that Pater essayed to go further than

the rest in linking his position with the intellectual currents of his

day. It can in a sentence be written down that Pater's life-long

attempt was, in substance, to save and find some valid sanction

for the rewards and fruits of culture on the terms imposed by

scientific naturalism. His efifort was, accepting to the full the con-

clusions of the natural science of his time, still to provide a sure

basis for the personal life of the individual particularly in its highest

aspects. He betrays no sense of the difficulty of such a task, and

probablv felt none—for here his sensuous and uncritical tempera-

ment made the path he inevitably chose seem also the naturally

"right" and perfect one. To many, of course, it will seem a strange,

perhaps outlandish, thing thus to link Pater's name with that of

Auguste Comte and possibly with Herbert Spencer's also. Yet the

relationship is clear and needs not for proof the evidence of Mr.

Humphry Ward concerning the "Comtean" quality of Pater's college

lectures ; and the more one ponders it the more does it seem the key

to anv right und 'rstanding of what Pater stood for and tried to do.

How dee])lv impressed Pater was with the negative or restric-

tive aspect of Kant's criticism of the mind is made clear in a passage

already quoted from his essay on ?\Ierimee. PTe was but one out

of verv manv in his century who believed, as result not only of
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this but of almost innumerable other oi)inions, "demonstrations,"

"proofs," that the purely empiric method supposed to be followed

by natural scientists was the unique path to such tentative knowledge

as mortal man may hope to attain. The great gain—or loss !—of

this acclaimed method was that it seemed to clear away so much

rubbish on which men had foolishly based" their lives for centuries.

Not merely was historic Christianity or any other religion of moving

power swept away, but much else, along with the greater part of

the human mind—as all thinking persons know. In actual practice

the interplay of assumption and evidence made the new dispensa-

tion, in the hands of most men. different in its pretensions rather

than in its reality from the old, abandoned methods of inquiry.

In actual practice the new gospel of Natural Uniformity was not

less dogmatic than less inhuman gospels of our naive forefathers

had been. But all men except a few village curates were in that

day too busy, and too enchanted, with the mere surface of their

novel wisdom to perceive this. All forward-looking spirits were

ready to believe anything these benefactors of the race might say,

whether in explanation of "the new truth" or in praise of themselves,

as when Renan in his Life of Jesus wrote: "By our extreme scruple

in employing means of conviction, by our absolute sincerity and

our disinterested love of the pure idea, we have created (all of us

who have devoted our lives to science) a new ideal of morality."

This new thing along with the rest the wholly virtuous scientist

would provide. Pater, fascinated, belie\'ed that already the world

had been "proved" to be a self-sufficient mechanism, where chance

evidences of intelligence should be smiled at by the enlightened.

"The 'positive' method. .. .makes very little account," he says in

his essay on Coleridge, "of marks of intelligence in nature: in its

wider view of phenomena, it sees that those instances are a minority,

and may rank as happy coincidences : it absorbs them in the larger

conception of universal mechanical law." In any age. Pater says

in the same essay, "the clearest minds abandon themselves to" the

time-spirit—to the newest notions, apparently, that they may find

at hand ; and to him the vision of "universal mechanical law" seemed

"like the harmony of musical notes, wrought out in and through

the series of their mutations." A beautiful conception, no doubt

;

yet to a reflective person the beauty might seem hardly skin-deep,

for the conception means also that we are parts of an entirely pre-

determined world, deluded if we think ourselves other than helpless

mechanisms.

It is more than doubtful whether Pater ever saw this, because
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it was of course the "mutations" themselves—not their orderly

relationships—which enchanted him. This he everywhere empha-

sized. And settling himself—if I may be pardoned the contradic-

tion—in the ceaseless ebb and flow of inconstant appearances, with

all else cleared away by natural science, he preached in the creed

of sensation, with his own addition of an esthetic twist, the only

"way of life" possible on such premises. "Here at last." he says^

"is a vision, a theory, 6€o)pl.a, which reposes on no basis of unverified

hypothesis, which makes no call upon a future after all somewhat

problematic ; as it would be unaffected by any discovery of an Em-

pedocles (improving on the old story of Prometheus) as to what

has really been the origin, and course of development, of man's

actually attained faculties and that seemingly divine particle of

reason or spirit in him." This "vision," too, reinforces "the deep

original materialism or earthliness of human nature itself, bound so

intimately to the sensuous world."

And Pater's "vision." elaborated with such grace and refinement

of phrase as has rarely been achieved in English, thrives amongst

a great and increasing number of people to-day. The esthetic turn

which he strove to give it has disappeared. But I have endeavored

to point out how fragile, in theory no less than in fact, was the

link which Pater took great pains to forge between the materialist

creed of sensation and his own personal application of the creed.

Setting up the higher life of the individual, moral, religious, poetic,

as of the greatest esthetic charm was a superior sort of ornamen-

tation but could not be made an integral part of the Epicurean way

of life ; for any classification of pleasures could hold good only for

the person who himself made it. Consequently, while, among the

many, pleasures are reckoned dift'erently as to worth, sensationalism

itself—the essence of Pater's "vision"—flourishes as the only cred-

ible gospel of our modern age.

The reasons are fairly simple. It is probable that most people

who accept as explanatory the scientific hypothesis of a mechanical

world never reflect that on such terms their "choosing" any "way of

life" whatever is equally a delusion. Even those, however, who are

conscious of the meaning of this hypothesis have on their hands, so

to say, a belief so at variance with their nature that in practice

they act from day to day as if they were not mere predetermined

mechanisms. Almost none, nevertheless, regards the notion of a

mechanical world as simply a piece of interesting although dis-

heartening speculation. It is true that a few men, such as Sir

Oliver Lodge, still argue ably and plausibly against the acceptance
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of this bleak hypothesis, but no weight seems, with the many, to

attach to their effort. Yet even if numerous persons were convinced

by the arguments of a Sir OHver Lodge, they would be convinced

only of the possibility of a mild theism—and people do not act on

possibilities. They act alone on what they take to be certainties.

And they believe readily in their half-perceptions of scientific "truth"

because of the seemingly irrefragable proof offered by the practical

triumphs of natural science. The modern uses of steam and elec-

tricity, the phonograph, the automobile, the aeroplane—these count-

less new things which are revolutionizing the earth seem overwhelm-

ing evidence that the assumptions of natural science are at. long last

rock-bottom truth. These assumptions, moreover, in the eyes of

most, exclude everything for which men in other ages have lived

except immediate sensations grasped from dying moment to dying

moment—except these and the pursuit, on the part of a smaller

number, of power in the shape of great wealth. And while to

some these exclusions make life an empty mockery, to many others

they come as a grateful release. With comprehensible joy the

"natural man" welcomes pronouncements which make his inclina-

tions respectable—a creed Avhich both positively and negatively

makes over the world in his own image, "reinforcing the deep original

materialism or earthliness of human nature itself, bound so inti-

mately to the sensuous world." This is the creed to which, probably,

the vulgar man in any age most easily takes. And in an age secular

and equalitarian, where the tyranny of the masses is keenly felt,

the cheering message of "do-as-you-please-and-don't-care-a-damn"

is bound to appear. The crowd would like nothing better, and at

the same moment the high priests of our age, its men of science,

providentially seem to give the message official sanction and the

weight of their authority.

Other gospels are much talked of. \*ery recently we have had

altogether remarkable examples of the way in which patriotism may
fire whole nations : but the emptiness of patriotism as a permanent

way of life and its efficacy for only a brief period of great emer-

gency were at the same time proved with equal clearness. And
no one can seriously doubt that, however much fine talk we hear

of hopeful substitutes for an out-of-date morality and an out-of-

date religion, the hopeful substitute actually in use among a very

great number of us is the materialist creed of sensation. Proof

lies everywhere around us. It is to be found in every aspect of the

daily life of the nations. It is vividly reflected in our newspapers,

our periodicals, our novels. From great wealth of material a single
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illustration may be cited, but one the more striking that the author

of Saint's Progress, Mr. John Galsworthy, is generally supposed

to represent, as far as family and nurture and fastidious high-

mindedness go. the best our age can do. Readers of this gentle-

man's books pride themselves upon having "the best." They feel,

too, that their author improves as well as amuses them, since he is

widely known as a moralist. \\\M1. there is nothing to complain

of in the plot of this recent novel. \\'hat there is in it to the present

purpose lies entirely in Mr. Galsworthy's presentation of the heroine,

Noel Pierson. and the clergyman her father. The poor clergyman

is pictured as stupidly not believing in life, while his daughter

engaginglv does. There is no need of summarizing the story to make

the point clear : I shall simply quote the meditations of Xoel upon

receiving a letter from her "saintly" father—a letter in which he

expresses the wish that she should not marry a man. James Fort,

who has. or has just had. a cousin of Noel's (Leila) for mistress:

"He wanted her to pass the time—not to live, not to enjoy! To
pass the time. What else had he been doing himself, all these years,

ever since she could remember, ever since her mother died, but just

passing the time? Passing the time because he did not believe in

this life: not living at all. just preparing for the life he did believe

in. Denying everything that was exciting and nice, so that when he

died he might pass pure and saintly to his other world. He could

not believe Captain Fort a good man. because he had not passed the

time, and resisted Leila : and Leila was gone ! And now it was a

sin for him to love some one else ; he must pass the time again.

'Daddy doesn't believe in life,' she thought. .. .'Daddy's a saint;

but I don't want to be a saint, and pass the time. He doesn't mind

making people unhappy, because the more they're repressed, the

saintlier they'll be.'
"

And there you obviously are ! The words themselves say just

how real is the higher life, as it was once called, to either Noel or

Mr. Galsworthy. To live the higher life—as Mr. Galsworthy plainly

shows in his portraiture of the Reverend Edward Pierson—is

simply not to live at all. is just "to pass the time." This writer

apparently does not realize that there can be other than a purely

negative side to the life of a man of principles. To live means to

enjoy—in this case to indulge one's sexual appetite for its own sake,

which is manfully taking the bull by the horns. For. of course, on

such terms there can be no other Epicurean roses that are not worth

plucking.

Indeed, where the materialist creed of sensation leads is not
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doubtful, nor is its ending-place a new discovery. Long ago Plutarch

remarked that a man had better be a pig that an Epicurean ; that, in

other words, a healthy pig approaches the Cyrenaic ideal more close-

ly than a being endowed with human faculties can. For man un-

fortunately, even with the best intentions, cannot escape some occa-

sional thoughts of past and future, of death and its pain and

mystery, of "real good and real evil," and the like. This, alas, is

still true
; yet I do not mean by implication to commend asceticism.

For bet-ter, for worse, Ave are in and of this present world, here and

now, and we are not ourselves unless we make the most of it. But

I do mean that there is more in human nature than the sensationalist

or his bosom-friend, the popularizer of natural science, perceives,

and that the stream of man's experiences turns sooner or later to

ashes in his mouth unless he directs his life of sensation to some end

beyond itself. .-Vnd T do mean that there is in human nature the

capacity to judge of ends. The Dauphin of France says, after the

battle near Angiers in King John:

"There's nothing in this world can make me joy:

Life is as tedious as a twice-told tale

Vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man
;

And bitter shame hath spoil'd the sweet world's taste,

That it yields nought but shame and bitterness."

So it ever was and ever must be with the man who abandons

himself to the stream of outward experience, even though for a

space all may seem to go marvelously well with him. This gospel

indeed is a gospel of the despair of life, no matter how cunningly

a Pater or an Aristippus of rich and genial temperament may dis-

guise the fact. And thoughtful materialists do not rest their case

on its "exciting and nice" aspects, but on its supposed ineluctable

truth no matter how tragically inhuman it be. No man of sense,

moreover, can deny the substantial truth of the descriptive formulas

of natural science in their own sphere. And none wishes to. But

the personal world of the individual—precisely that world in which

the sensationalist does take refuge after a fashion—is a dififerent

sphere which natural science does not and camiot know. The inner

world of his own being is an immediate reality which no living man
can doubt in his activity from day to day

;
yet science can subsist

only by framing hypotheses which disregard or deny this world.

The significance of the fact is plain, and cannot long remain obscured

as now it seems to be. Its meaning can be none other than that man,

as far as he is consciovis of himself, is different, not in degree, but

in kind, from all phenomena of the natural world. This striking.
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central fact of human nature is of momentous import, and it is a

fact certain and incontrovertible. The sensationalist is at one with

wiser men when he tells us that only in ])roportion as man makes

the utmost of the material of his own inner world does he really

live, is he fully a man. But there is more within us than sensations.

We give as much to our perceptions as we take from them ; and we
live lives perilously at variance with our real selves if we do not

follow this primary truth to the discovery, as far as may be, of the

meaning and substance and weight of our inner selves. Even the

young Marius was aware of a "loyal conscience deciding, judg-

ing himself and every one else, with a wonderful sort of authority"

;

he had intuitions, too, of "a fierce opposition of real good and real

evil around him." These things were without meaning and absurd

according to his own philosophy, yet Pater was betrayed into speak-

ing of them just because they are our unique heritage as human
beings and are immediately known by all of us, the more clearly

as we let them speak. Nor only this ; for in that "other world" of

the individual's inner self lies—in the "particle of spirit" in him

not "seemingly" but truly divine—his only secure direction through

life's perplexed paths ;—the only certain guide for even the proud-

est man, to save him from ultimate emptiness and disillusion in the

wreck of earthly hopes.

Walter Pater certainly felt the unique quality of the individual.

And if he felt this rather than saw its meaning, it still entered to

good purpose into the character of all his work. It saved him from

any attempt to elaborate a rigid philosophical "system" ; it kept his

presentment of his thinking ever literary or concrete in form, rather

than abstract. And I cannot end without saying any word about

this and other great excellences which color all his writing. I have

been concerned only to examine afresh Pater's interpretation of

life. About this I have felt bound to speak plainly. Yet incidentally

his books are full of the rare charm and rightness of an altogether

distinguished mind. Such excellences can hardly palliate or excuse

Pater's central weakness : but the humanity of the man, the unob-

trusiveness of his scholarship, his scrupulous, never-failing good

taste with its perfection of manner, his gift—amounting to genius

—

for the precise expression of his meaning, his lessons of comeliness

and grace so needed by the age—these things and more tinge one's

judgment with profoimd regret. Would that one could finally say

of him without misgiving: "He had understanding of righteousness,

and discerned great and marvelous wonders : and he prevailed with

the Most High, and is numbered among the saintly company."



THE MAN-MADE GOD.

BY CHARLES SLOAN REID.

WHEN heathen gods had tumbled, as mankind's conceit arose,

And Heaven's earthly-imaged band had passed into repose

That all the hosts Elysian into one should be combined,

A spirit God, invisible, yet with a form defined

—

No longer reigned in thought the type of grotesque moulded delf

—

The God that man created was the image of himself.

And in the limitations of the finite human mind

The grasp of hateless Godhood no suitable hold could find

;

The sum of mortal weaknesses, of jealousies and spite.

Of greed and petty rancor, and the lust of vengeful might

Defined the worshiped Being as half demon and half elf^-

The God that man created in the image of himself.

Endowed with traits thus fitting, man's ally his God became,

To ape from Heaven man's passions to glorify His name.

From some remote retreat supposed to lie beyond the stars,

He sanctifies man's avarice and justifies his wars

:

He sanctions wholesale murder and revenge for looted pelf

—

The God that man created in the image of himself.

Invoked on any pretext of mankind's religious zeal.

He qualifies false prophets to destroy the common weal,

He serves the mad fanatic, and the lunatic of dreams.

And glories in the slaughter that befouls the peaceful streams.

As soulless as the figure that adorns the heathen's shelf

Is God that man created in the image of himself.



HEINRICH HEINE'S RELIGION.

BY MICPIAEL MONAHAN.

A GREAT deal has been put forth by Heine's friends and foes

l\ ahke on the subject of his reHgious beUef or unbehef, and,

as it seems to me. with small profit or edification. After the Heine-

lovers and the Heine-haters have had their voluminous say. one

has still to ask oneself the pertinent question
—"What was Heine's

religion ?"

But ere we attempt to suggest an answer to the query, let it

be noted iiiiprintis. that the poet is himself mainly responsible for

the confusion among his apologists and denunciators. Each and

all, they are able to make a case out of his writings, public and

private—an ex parte case, to be sure—and still a candid reader

may well feel that the truth has eduded them. For this we can

only blame the extraordinary mental and spiritual elasticity of

Heine—not his love of mockery, his inherent irreverence or un-

godliness, as his censors would put it. Indeed, if Heine were the

out-and-out mocker and desecrator that he has been painted, it

would not be worth while to waste a page under the above heading.

He has written abundantly both prose and verse which give the lie

to such a character.

But there is, undeniably, a great difiiculty in getting at the

truth and doing him the measure of justice to which a writer of

his high rank is entitled. And this difficulty arises from his pos-

session of the most versatile and contradictory sympathies as re-

gards religion—a condition, be it said, which offers certain advan-

tages to the poet, but is fatal to the sectary or theologue.

Heine at times praised and admired all the creeds—even, though

very rarely, the Creed of Infidelity—and then again at times mocked

them all and branded them with the light iron of satire. He was

born a Jew. and, as we shall see. he reverted in the end to his first

belief in a personal God—the God of Israel. But yet he condemned
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the Jews as "an accursed race who came from Egypt, the land of

crocochles and priestcraft, and brought wdth them, besides certain

skin diseases and the vessels of gold and silver that they stole, a

so-called positive religion and a so-called church.''

This is giving the sword to the hilt ; the satire of Heine has

yielded nothing more deadly. And yet a man might write so and

still believe in God.

He might even sketch this poetic picture of the Man-God and

his Mission (by the way, no florid Chateaubriand, no Christian

pietistic waiter whatever, has come anywhere near it)—
"Then he poured wine to all the other gods from left to right,

ladling the sweet nectar from the bowl, and laughter unquenchable

arose amid the blessed gods to see Hephaistos bustling through the

palace. So they feasted all day till the setting of the sun ; nor was

their soul aught stinted of the fair banquet, nor of the beauteous

lyre that Apollo held and the Muses singing alternately with their

sweet voices.— (The Iliad.)

"When suddenly a pale, breathless, blood-stained Jew entered,

bearing a crown of thorns on his head, and on his shoulder a great

cross of wood. And he threw this cross upon the gods' great ban-

quet table! The golden goblets were shaken, the gods were stricken

dumb, they grew pale and ever paler till at last they faded away

into vapor."

This is mere literature, perhaps—a purple patch, if you will;

but it could not have been written by a coarse mocker and hater

of religion.

Heine angrily repudiated this character, which his enemies

sought to fasten upon him, and declared that those who called him

a second Voltaire did him too much honor. "I do not hate the

altar," he said, "but I hate those serpents which lurk under the

ruined stones of old altars." Again, he declared himself a friend

of the State and of religion, but "I hate that abortion which is

called State-religion-—that object of derision born from the con-

cubinage of temporal and spiritual power."

His hatred of State-religion is intelligible enough, remembering

what he had to suffer from official intolerance in Germany. 'AVere

there no State-religions,"' he affirms, "no privileges pertaining to a

dogma and a cult, Germany would be united and strong, her sons

would be great and free."

Again he asserts : "I honor the inner holiness of each religion.

....If I have no special veneration for anthropomorphism, yet I

believe in the omnipotence of God."
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These quotations I have purposely made from writings of his

prime, when his genius and intellectual activity were at flood-tide.

Surely thev aftord small warrant for the judgment that writes him

down as an atheist and a flouter of all things sacred.

I have spoken of his versatile sympathies in regard to different

religions, which sprang no doubt in part from his great culture,

but I believe mainly from the richness of his artistic endowment.

Indeed, as proving his poetic sympathy with religious forms and

beliefs otherwise alien to him, I may quote here his words regarding

the Roman Catholic Church, written toward the end of his life.

Treating of a rumor that he had turned Catholic (which arose

from his having married Mathilde according to the Catholic rite^),

Heine says

:

"I cannot be accused of fanatical hostility toward the Roman
Catholic Church, for I always lacked the narrow-mindedness which

is necessary for such animosity. I am too well acquainted with my
own spiritual stature not to know that I could not do much harm

to a colossus like St. Peter's by a crazy assault. .. .As a thinker

and metaphysician I had even to pay my tribute of admiration to

the consistency of the Roman Catholic dogma ; and I can pride

myself on never having fought either dogma or rites with wit and

satire : I have been shown too much honor and dishonor in being

called an intellectual kinsman of A'oltaire. I have always been a

poet, and therefore the poetry which flowers and glows in the sym-

bolism of the Catholic dogma and worship, has been more pro-

foundly revealed to me than to other people, and in my youth I

was not infrequently overwhelmed by the infinite sweetness, the

mysterious and holy sentimentality, and the strange deathlonging

of that poetry. Often I was filled with enthusiasm for the blessed

Queen of Heaven. I turned into stately rhymes the legends of her

grace and goodness, and my first collected poems contain traces

of that beautiful !Madonna-period. which I expunged with such

absurd care in later collections."

Certain it is that literature has been greatly enriched by Heine's

versatile, even contrasted, moods in regard to religion.

1 In regard to his marriage, after admitting that it had been performed in

a Jesuit church (St. Sulpice), Heine says in his Confessions:
"I had my marriage solemnized there following the civil ceremony, because

my wife, being of a Catholic family, believed that she would not be properly
married, in the sight of God, without such a ceremony. Unbelief is, besides,

very dangerous in marriage; however free-thinking I may have been, there
could never be spoken in my house one frivolous word."

He has written elsewhere : "Beautiful women without any religion are like

flowers without scent."
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However the moods may have varied during his years of health

and full activity, he seems not to have changed his practice—which

was to have the least possible to do with churches and churchmen.

He parted with Lutheranism immediately upon leaving the church

where he had been baptized as a convert, and he left his newly

taken Christian names behind him.-

But now we come to the story of the last years and the formal

recantation of his religious heresies. It is not the least interesting

and extraordinary phase of an unexampled career. The so-called

"death-bed repentance" of Heine has been greatly exaggerated by

those who regarded him as an arch-mocker and sinner against light,

expiating his offenses under a signal act of Divine chastisement.

The effect of such a moral lesson, even when in the fullest sense

edifying, is rather doubtful in our modern eyes. After all, the

man's life alone is conclusive : his death changes nothing. Napoleon

teaching the Catechism at St. Helena does not approximate him to

St. Francis of Assisi. On the other hand, Voltaire's alleged re-

cantation of infidelity has not in the slightest degree altered his

terrible role as the Hammer of Christianity. Nor have Heine's

late concessions to the religious spirit and the moral change in him

wrought by his "mattress-grave" reflections, much availed to change

the purport of his life and work. It is true the world was startled

to hear from Enlcnspicgcl a strain that seemed to belong to the Man
of Uz ; but the plagiarism w^as never very convincing—and Enlen-

spicgel had the last word.

But lest we ourselves sin against grace, it is beyond doubt that

the terrible afflictions of Heine's last years moved him to sober

thought and a sensible revision of his attitude toward the Eternal

Truths. In all apparent earnestness he declares: "I owe the resur-

rection of my religious feeling to that holy book, the Bible ; and it

was for me as much a source of health as an occasion for pious

admiration. Strange that, after having passed all my life in gliding

about the dancing-floors of Philosophy and abandoning myself to

all the orgies of intellect, and dallying with systems that never satis-

fied me— I have suddenly taken my stand on the Bible and knelt in

devotion beside my black brother. Uncle Tom!"
To Julius Campe. his pul)lisher. he writes in 1850—six years

before the end

:

2 This is not strictly correct. At his Lutheran baptism lie took the names
of Christian Johann Heinrich. His parents had named him Harry, not Hein-
rich, after an EngHsh friend of his fatlier. The change was a fortnnate one,

and so much credit at least should be allowed to his "conversion."
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"I have not become a liypocrite, but I will not play tricks with

God ; as I deal honestly with men, so will I with God also, and in

everything that was produced in my earlier period of blasphemy I

have plucked out the fairest poisoned flowers with a firm hand, and

in my physical blindness I have doubtless thrown many an innocent

flower that grew side by side with them, into the fire."

In the same year he wrote (Preface to the Ronianccro) :

"Yes, I have made my peace with the Creator, to the great

distress of my enlightened friends, who reproached me with this

backsliding into the old superstitions, as they preferred to call my
return to God. I was overcome by Divine homesickness, and was

driven by it through woods and valleys, over the dizziest mountain

paths of dialectics. On my way I found the God of the pantheists,

but I had no use for him, because he is not really a God—for the

pantheists are only atheists ashamed. . . .But T must expressly con-

tradict the rumor that my retrogression led me to the steps of any

Church or to its bosom .... I have forsworn nothing—not even my
old pagan gods, from whom I have indeed turned, though we parted

in love and friendship."

To Campe in 1851 he writes, with painful significance:

"I sufl^er very, very much and endure the pangs of Prometheus,

through the rancor of the gods who have a grudge against me be-

cause I have given men a few night-lights and farthing dips. I say

'the gods,' because I wish to say nothing about tJic God. I know
Jiis vultures now, and have every respect for them."

Half martyr, half mocker Heine remained even unto the end,

and the cvnical note constantly recurs to spoil what would have

been otherwise no doubt a tremendously edifying "conversion."

Good Christians will see in all this a visible contest between the poet's

Good Angel and the Dark Enemy of mankind; Heine himself

accounted for it characteristically enough in one of his imperfectly

sanctified moods

:

"A religious reaction has set in upon me for some time. God
knows whether the morphine or the poultices have anything to do

with it. I believe again in a personal God : to this we come when
we are sick, sick to death and broken down. If the German people

accept the King of Prussia in their need, why should not I accept

a personal God? AMien health is used up, money used up also, and

sound human senses destroyed, Christianity begins. .. .For the sick

man it is a very good religion."

Heine's declaration of religious belief, in his Will, is of capital

interest, because (as it seems to the present writer) of its essential
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consistency, and also because of its deliberate character. It was

not a hurried, death-bed avowal, as some have ignorantly supposed,

but, on the contrary, a long-meditated, careful expression of the

poet's thought and purpose. The dates put this beyond question.

Heine's Will was attested in Xovember, 1851 ; his death occurred

in February, 1856.

Respecting religion he declares as follows in the Will

:

"Although I belong to the Lutheran Confession by the act of

baptism, I do not desire that the ministers of that Church should

be invited to my burial; and I object to any other sort of priest

officiating at my funeral. This objection does not spring from any

kind of free-thinking prejudice. For the last four years I have

renounced all pride of philosophy and returned to religious ideas

and feelings : I die in faith in one God. the eternal Creator of

the world, whose pity I beseech for my immortal soul. I regret

having sometimes spoken of sacred things without due reverence

in my writings, but I was led astray more by the spirit of the time

than by my own inclination. If I have unwittingly offended against

the good morals and the morality which is the true essence of all

monotheistic doctrines of faith, I do ask pardon of God and man."

All these confessions and declarations were. I think, mainly

uncalled for. and sprang from the conditions of Heine's terrible

disease. Far greater sinners in kind than he have lived out man's

allotted term and passed to their account without exemplary agonies

Heine's extreme self-consciousness, working with his spinal com-

plaint, played him a sad trick ; the pathological element in these

tackings and veerings of conscience, this half-hearted repudiation

of self, seems only too obvious. Behind it all, too, one detects the

exaggerated egoism of the dying. What sick man does not view

himself as the most important person in the world?—and here was

one who had long occupied an intellectual throne

!

A quicker or a kindlier death, and perhaps we should have

had none of the edifying recantations referred to. And one can't

help suspecting that in the event of a complete recovery, Heine

would have ironically explained them away

!

Finally, the poet deceived himself in his fever-bred fears of

the old terrible Hebrew God without pity or humor ; and he ex-

aggerated the measure of his oft'ending. Heine was not of the

Titans who storm ITeaven and aim their blows at the Thunder-

bearer himself : and who beaten back, recoil upon their unconquerable

pride.
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I doubt if his writings have ever made a single infidel or caused

any one to mock at the true sources of the religious sentiment. The

clergy in our time have lost one of their privileges: because a man
is witty they dare no longer impeach him as an enemy of God

!

Charity is the most precious virtue of the Christian dispensa-

tion, and it is one which the world still receives and practises with

reluctance: as we see from the memorable example of TTeinrich

Heine.

In the fulness of intellectual power Heine assumed various

masks, at the caprice of his wonderful fantastic genius, and he has

even peeped at us from behind the vizor of Mephistopheles. But

he never entirely forgot that he was a poet by the grace of God:

and the sum of his work proves him not unworthy of that divine

title.



THE SATANISM OF HUYSMANS.

BY MAXIMILIAN J. RUDWIN.

ACCORDING to an old Gnostic tradition Solomon was sum-

^ moned from his tomb and asked, "Who first named the name

of God?" "The Devil," he answered.^ This legend comes to our

mind when we think of Joris Karl Huysmans, who, it would seem,

came to know the Lord through the Devil. The author of La-has

has a greater right than the author of TJiirtccn Diabolic Idyls to

maintain that he has gone dii diablc a Dicii.- Huysmans started

on his Road to Damascus from the \ alley of Hinnom. He went

to Paradise by way of Purgatory. A F^ilgrim's Progress reversed

—

a rcbours''—it seemed at first to be. Previous to setting out en

route for la cathcdralc he paid a visit Id-bas:' When he left the

earth of the naturalists for the heaven of the mysticists, he put up

temporarily at the satanic half-way house of the decadents. Huys-

mans already backslided in .-i rcbours, which is considered the

masterpiece of decadent literature. But it is in Ld-bas that he

makes the final break with the naturalists.^ This novel marks the

turning-point in his esthetic evolution. It is here that he takes the

leap across the gulf which separates the world of spirit from the

world of matter. Ld-bas contains its author's profession of a new

esthetic faith. This book is, moreover, a literary document as well

as a literary manifesto, for it ofifers the model as well as the precept

1 Cf. M. D. Conway, Solomon and S'olonioinc Literature (1899), p. 139.

2 Adolphe Rette, author of Thirteen Diabolic Idyls (1898), tells tlie story

of his conversion in a book with this title, which appeared in 1907.

^ These are all titles of novels by Huysmans. They appeared in the fol-

lowing order: A rebours (1884); La-bas (1891); En route (1895); La
cathcdrale (1898). Of the Durtal trilogy. En route has been translated into

English by Mr. Kegan Paul (1896), and La cathcdrale by Miss Clara Bell

(1898). La-bas, which, in the opinion of many critics, is superior to the other

two of the trilogy, cannot well be recommended to English readers.

* Andre Barre, Le synibolismc (1911). calls A rebours a pistol shot at

naturalism. This book started the Svmbolistic reaction; cf. Le Cinquantenaire

dc Charles Baudelaire (1917), p. 22.
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of the new type of literature. Its very first pages contain a defini-

tion of the principles of the new genre, of which it is to be an

exemplification.

La-bas opens with a dialogue between Des Herniies and Durtal,

the two main characters of the novel. The conversation turns to

literature. "What I object to in naturalism," says Des Hermies in

the course of this discussion, "is not the dull, heavy, stone-colored

effect of its clumsy style, but the filthiness of its ideas ; I accuse it

of having incarnated materialism in literature and of having glori-

fied democracy in art.""' Durtal, although admitting that material-

ism is equally repugnant to him." feels obliged to defend naturalism

against the attacks of his friend. His defense of the method which

he has. until now. constantly pursued is. however, half-hearted;

and when Des Hermies leaves him. he admits to himself what he

would not. as yet. admit to others. He. too. has now reached a

point in his esthetic development where naturalism no longer fully

satisfies him. He. too. has begun to find fault with the naturalists,

but. as yet. fails to see how it will be possible for him to avoid

their blunders without committing the greater errors of their oppo-

nents. But just at the moment wdien he believes he has arrived at

an impasse in his thoughts, he is inspired with a new literary ideal,

and he attempts to define it to himself in the following words

:

"It is essential to preserve the veracity of the document, the

precision of detail, the fibrous and nervous strength of language,

which realism has supplied ; but it is also equally essential to draw

water from the wells of the soul, and not to attempt to explain

what is mysterious by mental malady. The novel ought, if possible,

to fall naturally into two divisions, which must, none the less, be

welded together, or rather interfused—just as they are in life

—

the history of the soul and the history of the body, and should con-

cern itself with their action and their reaction, with their conflict

and their union. It is essential, in a word, to follow the highroad

so deeply dug by Zola ; but it is also necessary to trace a parallel

pathway in the air. another road, by which we may reach the Be-

yond, to achieve thus a spiritual naturalism, which will have a

pride, a perfection and a strength all its own."'

The ncAV shibboleth, then, is spiritual naturalism. The new art

5 La-bas, pp. If.

6 Huysmans has traveled far away from the views he held but seven years

before this when he set his name to a profession of materialism in the Revue
indcpcndantc of May, 1884.

' La-bas, p. 6.
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which Huysmans—the names Huysmans and Durtal are now used

interchangeably—wishes to inaugurate, is to be a synthesis of body

and spirit, of matter and mind, of the seen and the unseen. From

nou^ on Huysmans will supplement physical observation with psy-

chical observation. His reform, as we shall see. extends to substance

rather than to manner and method. This member of the group

known as Vccolc de Mcdaii^ does not wholly disentangle himself

from the ideas of the naturalists. Although he now repudiates

certain of their doctrines, he clings to their methods of work." He
is a dissenter of the naturalist school, and yet a naturalist. As a

matter of fact, the Fleming Huysmans—and he could not and

would not be anything but a Fleming^*^—was a naturalist by tem-

perament rather than by conviction. From this moment he will

apply the experimental method of the naturalists to the supernatural

as well as to the natural.'^ Chaos and chimeras will not be treated

by him differently from the real world of real men and women.

The novelty of his ideas pleases our author, whose ambition

it has always been to differ from all others of his craft. Here was

an opportunity to get out of the rut. to conquer virgin territory.

This spiritual naturalism, this attempt to treat spiritual phenomena

in a naturalistic way, is. in his belief, wholly his own invention.

Dostoyevsky. he admits, comes very near this literary form. But

this Russian writer, he adds, is "moins un realiste sureleve qu'un

socialiste evangeli(iue" (less a higher realist than an evangelical

socialist),^- who has given the most beautiful expression to that

deep pity for human suffering, which is so characteristic of Russian

literature.^" Huysmans might have added, however, that this mys-

tic, ecstatic visionary allows only his abnormal characters, in their

8 The group took its name from the place where its master Zola had his

country home. The young naturahsts pubHshed in 1880 a collection of stories,

in Decameron-like fashion, under the title of Soirees dc Mcdaii. "Sac-au-Dos"
was Huysmans's contribution to this volume. Huysmans was Zola's favorite

disciple.

^ Cf. Rene Doumic's essay on Huysmans, which appeared under the title

"Les decadents du christianisme" in the volume Lcs jcuncs: etudes ct portraits

(1896), pp. 52-84. This essay is included in the English volume which was
published in 1899 under the title L'onteitiporary French Moi'elists. Paul Levin,

in his book Deii iiaturalistiske Roman (1907), considers Huysmans as a con-
sistent naturalist.

i"Cf. Dom A. Du Bourg, Huysmans intime (1908), p. 22.

11 Cf. A. Thorold, Six Masters in Disillusion (1909). p. 92. and the abbe
P. Belleville. La conversion de Huysmans (n. d.), p. 67.

1- La-bas, p. 7.

1-' Cf. the writer's article "The Gloom and Glory of Russian Literature,"

Open Court, XXXII (1918), p. 406.
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hallucinations, to lift the veil and catch a glimpse of the spirit

world. It is true that he analyzes the minds of his characters, but

a state of mind must be produced by a corresponding state of body

for him to be a fact. \Miile Dostoyevsky thus is a consistent

naturalist, philosophically as well as esthetically, Huysmans, by giv-

ing validity to psychical phenomena as such, abandons naturalism

as a philosophy.

However, Huysmans's debt to Russian writers was greater

than he was willing to admit. To begin with, it was under the

influence of Russian fiction that French novelists welcomed Chris-

tian ideas. ^* Furthermore, it was in imitation of Dostoyevsky, who,

on account of his interest in the demonic element in human nature,

was called the Great Demon, ^^ that the supernaturalism in Huys-

mans first took the form of the diabolical. Yet it would be wrong

to claim a wholly foreign origin for the satanism of Huysmans.

It is quite evident that his satanism is directly descended from the

diabolism of Baudelaire^*' and of Barbey d'Aurevilly, which, in its

turn, may be traced back to the satanic Catholicism of Chateau-

briand." Of further influence on our author was the painter Feli-

cien Rops, to whom he devoted the longest chapter in his book of

art criticisms, Certains (1889).^^ Rops's series of paintings Les

sataniques and Barbey d'Aurevilly's collection of stories Les dia-

holiques (1874) were sponsors to Huysmans's La-has.

But greater than the influence from books and paintings was

Huysmans's own natural bent toward diabolism. "Sa gravitation

est du cote des Tenebres," wrote Leon Bloy in his review of La-has,

"son abominable livre ne permit plus d'en douter." (His gravitation

is toward the Kingdom of Darkness : his abominable book permits

1* The neo-Christian influence of the Russian novelists on French litera-

ture began with the publication of Le roman russe by Vogue in 1886. The
Russian influence on French literature is discussed by V. Charbonnel, Les
Mystics dans la litterature prescnte (1897), pp. 1-34. Cf. also Doumic, Con-
temporary French Novelists (1899), p. 352, and Quarterly Reviezu, CXC
(1899), p. 81.

15 Cf. the writer's review of Scarborough's The Supernatural in Modern
English Fiction. The Journal of English and Germanic Philology, XVII
(1918), p. 450. To Mr. Robert Lynd (Old and Xew Masters) Dostoyevsky's

whole world is "an inferno."

16 F. Brunetiere, Questions de critique, (3d ed., 1897), p. 255, calls Huys-
mans an imitator in prose of Baudelaire: cf. also Gentleman's Magazine,

GCLXXXI (1896), p. 597. La Revue, CXIV (1916). p. 423. and Revue des

Pyrenees, CCI (1918), p. 33.

1^ Cf. Barre, op. cit., p. 33, and A. L. Guerard, French Prophets of Yester-

day (1914), p. 35.

18 A description of these paintings will also be found in G. Coquiot, Le vrai

J.-K. Huysmans (1912), p. 86ff.
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no more doubt on this point.) ^'' We shall hear, from Huysmans

himself, the reason for a man's inclination toward satanism : "The

execration of impotence, the hatred of mediocrity—that is perhaps

one of the most indulgent definitions of diabolism."-- Life to Huys-

mans was revolting in the highest degree. He felt a horror for

contemporary banality, vulgarity and insipidity. The human soul

was to him bankrupt, defunct. The stupidity of men and the ugli-

ness of things filled him with bitter despair. How bitter his weari-

ness of life was may again be learned from his own lips: "I am
simply bored to death. . . .1 am bored by myself, independently of

place, of home, of books. . . .Bored by myself—ah, yes, most heart-

ily! How tired I am of watching myself, of trying to detect the

secret of my disgust and contentiousness. When I contemplate

my life I could sum it up thus : the past has been horrible ; the

present seems to me feeble and desolate ; the future—it's appalling."^^

"No one," says Havelock Ellis, "had a deeper sense of the dis-

tressing state of human afifairs than Huysmans."-- For this fright-

ful mess in this best of all possible worlds there could for Huys-

mans only be one explanation, which is, that, in the eternal combat

between the good and the evil spirits, the evil spirit has finally

gained the upper hand, and that the mastery of the world now

resides with the Devil. "Manicheism." says Huysmans through

the mouth of Des Hermies. "is one of the most ancient, the simplest

of religions, at all events, the religion wdiich explains best the abom-

inable mess of the present time."'^ For the good of humanity as

well as for his own good, a man with this view of the world may
take sides with the baffled spirit of good, yet he cannot but show

an interest mingled with admiration for the victorious spirit of

evil.

Moreover, the taste of Huysmans for all that is artificial and

high in flavor, as seen in A rcbours, inclines him toward demonism.

Decadentism passes almost imperceptibly into diabolism. The secret

sympathy which unites him with the eccentricities of all ages, as

evinced in his selection of the type of Des Esseintes, makes him

now write the history of Gilles de Rais. the Des Esseintes of the

18 Cf. Leon Bloy, Sur la tomhc dc Hnysmaiis (1913), p. 53.

20 La-bas, p. 76.

21 La cathcdrale, p. 220.

"Havelock Ellis, Affirmations (2d ed., 1915), p. 161.

^^ La-bas, p. 84.
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fifteenth century as he himself calls him.-'^ lUit this medieval sa-

tanist serves only as the author's point d'appiii for a portrayal of

contemporary demonomania. Huysmans skilfully interweaves me-

dieval satanism with its modern manifestations. His real aim is not

to reconstruct the history of a medieval satanist, but to show the

hysterical folly of the demonomaniacs of his day.

It is not altogether evident from the novel La-has whether or

no Huysmans himself really believed in the existence of a satanic

cult in Paris. In later writings, however, he expressed his firm

belief that Satan-worship was prevalent not only in Paris but all

over France and Belgium.-"' The principal proofs of the existence

of satanism for him were the frequent thefts of consecrated wafers

throughout France, which, as he presumed, were employed in the

celebration of the Black Mass.-'"

In La-has Huysmans seems to have in mind the modern Rosi-

crucians, illuminists, spiritualists and other occultists of the type of

the Alarquis de Guaita and Josephin Peladan, but in his prefatory

essay to Bois's Lc satanisine ct la magic the !\Iasons are included

among the Devil-worshipers, although, to be sure, they are called

Luciferians instead of satanists and thus rendered slightly less

-* Ibid., p. 68. Huysmans has also published his study of Gilles de Rais
separately under the title La sorcellcric eii Poitoii. Gilles dc Rais (1897).
The crimes of this original Bluebeard are also detailed by ]Mr. Baring-Gould
in his Book of JJ'crcK'ohcs (1865).

-'' The satanic cult of France was. on the whole, of a very harmless nature.

It appears to have been carried on by small groups of poets, who would meet
on a Sunday evening to read their verses written in praise of the Prince of
Darkness; cf. L. Maigron, Le romantismc ct Ics iinrnrs (1910), p. 187. It is

not the object of this paper to go into this matter at length, but the reader
who is interested in this question will find ample material in the following
books and magazine articles: Alexandre Erdan, La France mystique (1853);
Charles Sauvestre, Lcs congregations rcligienses devoilces (1867) ; Stanislas

de Guaita, Essais de sciences viaudites (1886). Marquis de Guaita was at the

head of the Rosicrucian Society, which was founded in Paris in 1888. M.
Jules Bois, author of Les petites religions de Paris (1893) and Le safanisnie

et la magic (1893), has constituted himself the historian of satanism and even
loves to pose as the Devil's evangelist. Of interest to the reader will also be
Miss Marie A. Belloc's interview with Jules Bois, which appeared under the

title "Satanism : Ancient and Modern" in the London monthly magazine
Humanitarian, XI (1897), pp. 81-87. M. Bois's views on satanism are also

detailed in the article by Thomas Walsh, 'The Amateurs of Satan," in the

Bookman, IX (1899), pp. 220-223. M. Bois has in recent years found com-
petitors in R. Schwaeble, who has written the novel Clicx Satan : Roman de
moours de satanistcs contemporains (1906), and the siudy Le satanisme flagelle :

Satanist es conte)nporains, incnbatj siiccubat, sadisme et satanisme (1912), and
in Joanny Bricaud, author of /. K. Huysmans ct le satanisme (1913) and of

Le satanisme contemporain. The Poles, who have always proven to be apt

pupils of the French, have also caught the satanic fever. The noted Polish

novelist Stanislas Przybyszewski, author of Homo sapiens, has also written a

study on satanism and magic under the title Tlie Synagogue of Satan.

-•"' Cf. Huysmans's preface to Bois's book on satanism, pp. x-xv.
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odious. The distinction between these two classes of diabolists

consists in the fact that while the satanists worship the Devil as

the spirit of evil, the Luciferians see in him the spirit of good.

Huysmans put his faith in the "revelations" of the anti-Masonic

writers of his day. The accusations of Devil-worship and immoral-

ity against the Masons, with which Europe was flooded toward the

end of the last century, were called forth by the papal encyclic

"Humanum Genus," in which the faithful were urged to "snatch

from Freemasonry the mask with w^hich it is covered, and to let

it be seen what it really is." The snowball was set rolling by Leo

Taxil, who, in the very year of his conversion, gave to the world

the first of his "complete revelations concerning Freemasonry" in

the shape of two volumes called The Brethren of the Three Points

(1884).^^ This great accuser of the Masons was followed by

others, chief among whom were Mgr. Leon Meurin, S.]., archbishop

of Port-Louis in Mauritius, author of The Freemasonry: the Syna-

gogue of Satan ( 1893 ) . and Signor Domenico Margiotta, com-

mander of a pontifical order, whose chief book of accusation is

The Palladisin as Cult of Satan-Lucifer (1895).-^ He received

from the pope the apostolic benediction for his denunciation of the

Masons, his former associates. Other anti-Masonic writers were

Paul Rosen, author of Satan and Company (1888), Jean Kostka

(pseud., Jules Doinel), who wrote Lucifer Unmasked (1895), Dr.

Bataille, whose novel The Devil in the Nineteenth Century appeared

in serial form in 1892-1895, and Miss Diana Vaughan, who in her

Memoirs of an Ex-Palladist claimed to have seen Lucifer as a very

handsome young man, clad in a golden maillot, and seated on a

throne of diamonds.-"

'^ Other books by Leo Taxil are: The Cult of the Grand Architect (1886) ;

Sister Masons, or Ladies' Freemasonry (1888) ; and Arc There Women in

Freemasonry? (1891).

28 Obviously Signor Domenico Margiotta does not uphold the distinction

between satanists and Luciferians marked by Huysmans.
-0 It is now generally believed that Leo Taxil, Dr. Bataille and Miss Diana

were all different pseudonyms of Gabriel Jogand-Pages, who started his lit-

erary career as editor of L'Anti-Clerical, an anti-clerical paper of the lowest

type. He kept up the deception as long as he could, and, on the eve of being
exposed, publicly confessed that it was all a hoax (1897) ; cf. A. L. Guerard,
French Civilization in the Nineteenth Century (1914), p. 274. The reader who
is interested in this Catholic-Masonic controversy is referred to the following

writers: Arthur Lillie, The Worship of Satan in Modern France (1896);
Braunlich, Der neueste Teufelsschzvindel (1897) ; Charles Henry, "Der entlarvte

Lucifer" in the Stuttgart Socialist monthly Die neue Zeit, XV (1897), Part
n, pp. 490-498. The best short account is given by F. Legge in his article

"Devil-Worship and Freemasonry" in The Contemporary Revieiv,'LXX (1896),

pp. 468-483. The fairest presentation of the whole matter is Arthur Edward
Waite's DcvU-Worship in France (1896). The present writer has drawn
chiefly upon Legge and Waite in the preparation of this part of his paper.
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Huysmans has many surprises for the American reader. He
will learn first of all that Devil-worship existed in his own country

as well as in Europe, and that Americans were at the head of two

international associations for the Propagation of the Faith in the

Prince of Darkness. The "Re-Theurgists-Optimates,"'"' founded

in 1855, with headquarters in America, had for their grand master,

it is claimed, no less a person than the poet Longfellow, whose

official title was "Grand-Pretre du Nouveau Magisme Evocateur"

(High PViest of the Xew Evocatory Sorcery ),^^ At the head of

the other diabolical organization stood the Southern poet General

Albert Pike, who was called "le vicaire du Tres-l^)as, le pontife in-

stalle dans la Rome infernale" (the vicar of the \'ery-Low, the

pontiff installed in the Infernal Rome), by which Infernal Rome
our good Southern town Charleston is meant. ^^-

The impression must not be gained, however, that all the

diabolism in La-bas was evolved out of the author's imagination.

As a matter of fact, Huysmans had no imaginative power what-

soever. •'^" As a naturalist he relied wholly on observation and docu-

mentation for his material, and, as has already been stated, the in-

fernal phenomena were now treated by him in the same manner
which he had until then employed in his description of earthly

things. He must have read hundreds of folios and collected moun-
tains of notes in the preparation of this book. Leon Bloy calls it

a cataclysm of documents. In this novel, this writer continues,

Huysmans shows himself more than ever "une cataracte du ciel

documentaire" (a cataract from a sky of documents ).•''* Lie sup-

plemented his reading by personal observation. He zealously fre-

^" This extraordinary phrase is, as Mr. Legge suggests, "apparently com-
pounded of three languages: Optimatcs is used by Cicero for the aristocratic
as opposed to the popular party; Thcurgos is one who works wonders by
means of the gods Re is, apparently, the Egyptian sun-god Ra," who seems
to have been confused with the Egyptian demon Set-Tvphon ; cf. Confempo-
rary Rcvicii'. LXX (1896), p. 472, note.

21 La-bas, p. 95. Huysmans innocently follows his authorities, who, ludi-
crously enough, confused the poet Longfellow with a Scotchman by the same
name, said to have helped in the organization of the "New Reformed Palla-
dium" ; cf. Waite, op, cit., p. 35.

''- Cf. Huysmans's preface to Bois's book, p. xv. Albert Pike is alleged
to have introduced into France, in 1881. together with the Mormon Bishop
Jolm Taylor, the so-called "[Nlaconnerie Palladique" (Palladic, i.e., Luciferian,
Masonry). For a detailed discussion of the whole affair see Waite, op. cit

pp. 32ff.'

•''•' Cf. Remv de Gourmont. Projucnadcs Uttcraires, 3d series (5th ed

,

1916), p. 15.

3* Cf. Leon Bloy, op. cit., p. 53.
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quented. for se\'eral years previous to the publication of La-has,

the circles of the occultists and spiritualists in Paris. •''^ A great

part of his information, in regard to the machinations of unfrocked

priests was furnished by an ex-abbe named Boullan, in Lyons. ^^

This ex-abbe, who figures in La-has as Dr. Johannes, an exorcist,

was well competent to furnish the information, since he himself

committed the acts which he laid at the door of his opponents.

While he hoodwinked Huysmans in regard to the character of his

own work, he could well speak with authority on contemporary

satanism. It is needless to say that the description of the Black

Mass, which is so marvelously painted in all its revolting details,

v/as not taken from observation. The reader cannot bring himself

to believe that practices of this kind still existed in modern times.

Huysmans never attended a Black Mass,"' and. we trust, never met

a woman of the type of Mme. Chantelouve. The details of the

Black Mass were derived from witches' trials and supplemented by

a study of the life of \'intras, a wonderworker, who was charged

by two former members of his sect with the celebration of the

Black Mass.^'

While not altogether trustworthy in regard to modern satanism,

Huysmans's presentation of medieval demonology and witchcraft

is, on the whole, rather sound. La-has was not meant to be a

novel in the ordinary sense of the word. Huysmans with his nat-

uralistic pretensions to scientific accuracy intended it to be a serious

study, and in the journal EcJw dc Paris, w'here it first appeared,

it has as subtitle "Etude sur le satanisme." La-has is, indeed, a

storehouse of occult sciences. We learn in this book all about

ecclesiology. liturgy, astrology, therapy, alchemy, theology, theos-

ophy, cabbalism, spiritualism, theurgy, sorcery, necromancy, sadism,

vampirism, incubism, succubism, and all other varieties of black

magic, in addition to somewdiat more conventional subjects, ranging

from painting to cooking. We are, moreover, told, as has already

been stated, the history of Gilles de Rais, we are instructed in regard

to the meaning of the sacrifice of Melchisedek, and we are in-

formed coliccrning the person of the Antichrist and the teachings

of Paracelsus. The central episode of this frightful book, as it has

-''^ Cf. Bricaud, Hnysiiians ct Ic safanisiiic (1913), p. 8.

36 Ibid., pp. 17ff.

3T Cf. F. Legge, op. cit., p. 469; J. G. Huncker, The Pathos of Distance

(1913), p. 310.

38 On the sources of the Black Mass, see Bricaud, op. cit., p. 13; Gour-
inont, he. cit. ; Legge, he. cit.
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aptly been called,"^ is, of course, the Black Mass, which begins with

a horrible profanation of the Eucharist and ends with a promiscuous

orgy. The celebration of the Black ]\Iass vividly recalls a Wal-

purgis Night when witches, mounted on goats and broomsticks,

were flocking to desolate heaths and hills to hold high revel with

their master Satan. The ^^"itches' Sabbath, be it well remembered,

was not altogether an imaginary afifair. but really had a foundation

in fact. It was a secret survival of the ancient fertility cult, and

the witch is but a degraded form of the old priestess of fertility.*"

The materialist Des Hermies shows a true historical insight when

he remarks on Durtal's description of the Black Mass : "Je suis

siir qu'en invoquant Belzebuth. ils pensent aux prelibations char-

nelles"' (I am certain that in invoking Belzebub they think of carnal

prelibations).*'

But Huvsmans did not remain long at this stage of his esthetic

development. The diabolical was but his point of deflection from

the physical to the psychical. His combination of medievalism and

modernism soon went over wholly into medievalism, of mysticism

and materialism, into mysticism. His spiritual naturalism was but

a transition to supernaturalism, his satanism to sacerdotalism, his

Manicheism, to monasticism. His contempt for the present fills

him with a longing for the past. He dreams of that "dolorous and

exquisite period," the Middle Ages. At that time, in contrast to the

present, a human personality could fully develop, expand and show

forth in the highest relief. Great art, likewise, existed in those

good old days. 'Tn sculpture and painting there were the primi-

tives, in poetry and prose, the mystics, in music, the plain-chant

flourished, and in architecture the Romanesque and the Gothic

—

and all this held together."*'- This medie\'al art was inspired bv

Christianity. A religion which inspired this art. our author argues,

must be true as well as beautiful. Huysmans, who, like his spiritual

ancestor Chateaubriand, looks at everything sub specie pnlchritudinis,

sees in Christian art the proof of Christian truth.*" His afifection

for the Middle Ages thus brought him into the bosom of the Cath-

"'* Jean Lionnet, L'cvohition dcs idccs cJicz qiiclqncs-itiis dc contcuiporaiiis

(1903), p. 96; cf. Leon Bloy. op. cit., p. 53. M. Georges Pellissier. Etudes dc
Uttcraturc contcmporaine (1898). p. 21. has well summed up the described
book in the two words "erotomanie satanisante" (satanizing erotomania).

*° Cf. the present writer's book The Origin of the Gcnnan Carnival Com-
edy (1920), p. 41.

*i La-has, p. 363.

*- En route, p. 10; cf. also La-bas, pp. 169ff.

43 Cf. Charbonnel, op. cit., p. 123.
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olic Church, which is the depository in modern times of the medieval

spirit. Hnysmans now abandons La-has for La-haut, sensual vice

is exchanged for spiritual grace, satanic blasphemy for mystical

ecstasy. Satanists are succeeded by saints. The sorcerer Flamel

yields his place to the mystic Huysbroeck.

But even within the sacred walls of the Church Huysmans

is not free from diabolical thoughts. The Devil follows him into

the Trappist monastery where he has finally decided to go into

retreat in order to escape the temptations and obsessions of evil.

The first night Huysmans passes in that asylum of peace is marked

by such frightful assaults by the Tempter as he has never experienced

even on the boulevards of Paris. Our author experiences the fate

of that fabled magician's apprentice and learns to his horror that

it is far easier to summon Satan than to banish him. He can as

little rid himself of the Devil as of his own shadow. Satanism

remains to the end of his days his favorite topic of conversation.

"His books," says his friend Gourmont, "are chaste in comparison

with his conversations.''*^ Those who have read La-has will admit

that this is saying a great deal.

The conversion of Huysmans was perhaps less a matter of

choice than of necessity. When his book A rchours appeared,

Barbey d'Aurevilly, reviewing it for the journsd Lc Constitutionnel,'^^

gave its author the same advice he had given Baudelaire upon the

publication of the Flozvcrs of Evil: "Apres les Fleurs du Mai il n'y

a plus cjue deux partis a prendre pour le poete qui les fit eclore, se

bruler la cervelle ou se faire Chretien." (After the Flowers of Evil

there are but two courses open for the poet who made them blossom:

either to blow his brains out or to become a Christian.)*" Huys-

mans, in deciding for the Cross as the lesser of two evils, followed

the example set by his master Baudelaire. As a matter of fact, he

often made light of his religion, and spoke of it as sadism, a

bastard Catholicism. In a preface to Gourmont's Lc Latin mystique,

Huysmans pointed out the fundamental diiTerence between Catho-

licism and literary mysticism. He apparently wished us to infer

from his words that the two are not necessarily identical and per-

haps even incompatible with each other.*'' What Villiers de I'lsle-

Adam says of Baudelaire, that, though professedly a Catholic, he

was "un Catholique possede d'un demon" (a Catholic possessed by

44 Cf. Remy de Gourmont, op. cit., pp. llf ; cf. Academy, LV (1898), p. 127.

45 Le Constitutionncl of July 28, 1884.

4'5 Barbey d'Aurevilly, Les cciivres ct les homines, Part III.

4^Cf. Quarterly Reviezv, CXC (1899), p. 90.
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a demon), '^ is equally true of Huysmans. The two mystics re-

sembled each other not only in their diabolical writings but also in

the diabolical features of their faces. ^^ In speaking of Huysmans,

Havelock Ellis, who saw him often in I'aris. says : "His face, with

the sensitive, luminous eyes, reminded one of Baudelaire's portraits,

the face of a resigned and benevolent Alephistopheles who has dis-

covered the absurdity of the Divine order but has no wish to make

any improper use of his discovery.
"^"''^

*® Cf. Vicomte Robert du Pontavice de Heussey, Villicrs dc I'lslc-Adam :

His Life and Works (Eng. tr.. 1904), p. 149.

•*9 Maxima du Camp, in his Souvenirs littcraires, says that Baudelaire's

head was that of a young devil who had turned hermit.

^^ Havelock Ellis, op. cit., p. 161. The reader must not gain the impression
that this article has been written in disparagement of Huysmans. The present

writer holds Huysmans in very high esteem, although, to be sure, he prefers

the earHer to the later Huysmans. No slur was intended on the character
of our author, either. It is admitted by all who knew Huysmans that while
he was a contentious person and never had a good word to say about his

fellow-men, he had a noble heart and a ready hand to help all who were in

need. We need but refer to his deep devotion to his poor friend Villiers de
ITsle-Adam, whose chief support he was in his last agony.



FORTY YEARS OF A SCIENTIFIC FRIENDSHIP.

BY ;MAYXARD SHIPLEY.

IT has often been remarked how frequently scientific ideas seem

to be "in the air" at some particular time, and to strike simul-

taneously the minds of two or more investigators. The instances of

Wallace and Darwin with natural selection, and of Leverrier and

Adams with the discovery of the planet Neptune, are but two of

the best known. No adequate explanation of this strange phenom-

enon has been given : and another similar happening, the frequency

with which men working in the same line of research possess the

same birth-date, has seldom been even noted. Yet any number of

such illustrious "mental twins" might be pointed out. 1809, for

example, was a remarkable year in this respect, most of its eminent

children being distinguished in literature.

One such couple, for whom 1920 marks the centenary, showed

in other respects also a curious parallelism. Herbert Spencer and

John Tyndall, pioneers both among English evolutionists, were not

only both born in 1820, but died on almost the same day of Decem-

ber, Tyndall just ten years before Spencer. Tyndall's death brought

an end to a friendship which had endured for exactly forty years

—

an unusual circumstance in the contentious life of the author of

First Principles.

Yet no pair could have been more unlike in temperament. The
younger man (Tyndall was born in August, Spencer in April) was

an active, energetic, emotional, volatile Irishman ; the older a cau-

tious, crotchety, and painfully reserved Englishman. Tyndall was
distinguishing himself as an Alpine climber while Spencer from sad

necessity was designing a patent invalid-chair. Tyndall, in spite of

his warm championship of persons and causes, which led him some-

times into intemperate dogmatisms, kept around him a staunch and

unchanging circle of devoted friends ; Spencer, even as he smilingly

condemned his friend's "chivalrous tendency to take up the cause
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of any one he thinks ill-nsed," himself antagonized and qnarreled

with nearly eyery other acqnaintance he had, eyen his lifelong friend,

Huxley. For seyeral years before the Irish chemist's death, he was

forced to experience the ill-health which was largely accountable

for the philosopher's uncertain temper ; but whereas Spencer dwelt

excessiyely upon the details of his inyalidism and its treatment,

Tyndall laughed off the yery disease which was killing him, and eyen

scouted his friend's well-meant suggestions for rest and care.

Spencer was all his life a bachelor, telling one lady who became

insistently personal that, "frankly, no woman could liye with me."

He denied yehemently the rumors of a loye-affair with George Eliot,

eyen attacking her husband after her death because he would not

make the refutation strong enough. For many years, Tyndall threat-

ened to follow his example of celibacy to the end, but at the age

of fifty-six he finally married. It is indicatiye of the bitterness of

feeling of those early rationalistic days, that Spencer, greatly as he

desired to be present at his friend's marriage, could not bring him-

self to enter the church (Westminster Abbey) in which the ceremony

was performed. He broke only once this lifelong rule neyer to

enter a place of worship, and that was when Darwin's funeral was

held in that same historic edifice.

From the day when Spencer and Tyndall were introduced by

Huxley, in the rooms of the Royal Society, early in 1853, until an

accidental oyerdose of chloral cut short the illustrious career of

Faraday's successor, they were in close. and constant association, so

far as the work of either touched on the proyince of the other.

Spencer especially seems to haye published very little that had not

already been submitted to Tyndall for his criticism. He was in the

habit of consulting Huxley and Darwin as well ; but usually the

final draft or proof was sent to Tyndall—as witness one proof-page,

in which Spencer calls Tyndall's attention to a pictorial comment
on the margin by Huxley, in which an inquiring dog. labeled

"T. H.." is gingerly examining a porcupine, marked "H. S.," with

the caption, "Can't get hold of it anywhere!"

When Spencer undertook to reorganize the magazine The

Reader, Tyndall was one of the first from whom he solicited con-

tributions. Soon after, they came near to a break because of what

Tyndall considered an unjustified attack on men of science in Spen-

cer's Sociology. The difficulty was smoothed oyer, however, as was
unfortunately not possible in Spencer's later dispute with Huxley

over the land question. It must be understood that, closely connected

as Spencer and Tyndall undoubtedly were, they never spent much
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time in intimate companionship. Had this been so, it is imhkely

that the friendship would have endured ; for Spencer remarked

more than once that he was easily tired by Tyndall's "infectious

vivacity." To a man who had been able to attend but one theatrical

performance in ten years, and who, when he hired a musician to

play the piano for him, was obliged to dismiss her because of the

nervous strain after only two engagements, the constant presence

of a lively, ebullient Irishman would have been worse than trying.

On the other hand, some of Spencer's peculiar ways struck Tyndall

as amusing, and he did not hesitate to show his feelings to his sensi-

tive friend. For example, Spencer relates how while he was writing

his Psychology, he kept up his health by playing at rackets, indulging

in a game after every few pages. Tyndall discovered him engaged

in this unusual method of literary production and considered it very

funny, as Spencer rather testily observes.

But whatever the natural antipathies between these two great

forerunners of modern evolutionary science, they had a deep and

abiding respect and admiration for each other. Spencer on one

occasion applied to the government for a consulship, and asked his

acquaintances to furnish him with letters of recommendation. In

reply, Tyndall in part said: "It gives me pleasure to state that in

your writings I discern the working of a rarely gifted and a rarely

furnished mind. I do not know that I have met anywhere a deeper

and truer spirit of research. Your facts are legion, and your power

of dealing with them. . . .is to me almost without a parallel."

And Spencer, in his Autobiography, says of Tyndall: "Pro-

fessor Tyndall is chiefly distinguished as a scientific inquirer ; but

among those who are classed as poets because they write verses,

there are probably few who have an equally great love of beauty. . . .

With Professor Tyndall. .. .one of the chief interests in science is

. . . .the light it throws on our own nature and the nature of the

universe ; and the humility it teaches by everywhere leaving us in

the presence of the inscrutable."

For forty of the hard, experimental years of modern science,

these two members of England's galaxy of pioneers labored side by

side to lessen this ultimate "inscrutability" of the universe, until at

last Spencer was left alone, almost the last of the group. Tyndall's

sudden death shocked him greatly; he was himself an old man
(seventy-three), and the friends of his youth were dying all about

him: but he wrote, in a beautiful letter to the great chemist's widow,

that he rejoiced in the other's peaceful death, "such a one as he

would desire for himself." Ten years later, he, too, went into the
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greatest '"inscrutability"" of all. Both he and Tyndall. in the first

impetuous triumph of materialistic science, contemptuously refused

even to investigate or discuss the question of the survival of per-

sonality after bodily death ; but as we contemplate the marvelous

achievements of biology and chemistry since even Spencer's demise,

we could wish that in some way it might be possible for these two

ardent and single-minded students, co-workers still in some other

phase of life, to know and contemplate with just pride the present

great estate of the study to which they gave their lives, and which

owes so much of its supremacy to the labors of two men who came

as a gift to British and universal science just one hundred years

ago.



MISCELLANEOUS.

"SAVAGE LIFE AND CUSTOM."
My attention has only just been called to a letter, signed Peter File

Schulte, which was printed in the November number of The Open Court. As
no less than five months have elapsed since the appearance of my last article,

and the publication of that letter, I am justified in concluding that the latter

is the well-considered attempt on the part of Mr. Schulte to deal with certain

statements of mine which have excited his ire. It is for this reason that I

myself regret that he did not take advantage of the opportunity afforded, and

deal specifically with those points in which my "knowledge of the race problems

is very piecemeal." I am quite prepared to do battle for every statement of

fact that I have made, and to justify the conclusions that I have drawn from

those facts.

Yonr correspondent's letter is too diffuse and discursive; and alludes to

matters quite foreign to those discussed in "Savage Life and Custom." Be-

sides its bad logic, he has the bad taste to castigate the late veteran Editor,

not only for printing my articles, but charges him with inconsistency in so

doing! In this country at least, the late Dr. Paul Carus was regarded as one

of the most catholic in the cause of science, and his Open Court a court

wherein the meanest supplicant might plead the cause of Truth. Would that

many others were infused with the spirit of the late versatile Editor of The

Open Court.

There is only one point that strikes me forcibly in your correspondent's

letter—his assumption that the white man, whom he describes as "a fiend and

traitor to his own race" is to displace the lower races in the interest of civili-

zation. We have no scientific warrant that the white race will eventually do

anything of the kind ; what data we do possess seem to indicate that while the

white man may succeed in exterminating the darker races, he will not become

the heir to Naboth's vineyard. I can assure your correspondent that although

I may not "seem to know enough about biology and the evolution of species,"

tliat there is biological evidence for the statement that I have just made. "The

correct view of life" which he advances—that the value of life of savage races

is not above that of the higher mammals—has no place in the law of nature,

any more than it has in the fthics of the author of "Savage Life and Custom."

Edward L.vwrence.

Westcliff-on-Sea, England.

[In justice to Mr. Schulte we wish to say that his letter on "Savage Life

and Custom," which we printed in our November issue, was received late in

July, 1919, editorial considerations compelling the delay. It goes without say-

ing that in giving it publicity we strictly adhered to the policy of our late

Editor, commented on in Mr. Lawrence's letter, of allowing "the meanest

supplicant" to "plead the cause of truth"—naturally as he sees it—in The Open

Court.—Ed.]



Books By Dr. Paul Cams
SURD OF METAPHYSICS. An Inquiry into the Question, Are There
Things-In-Themselves. 75c net

This liook is not metaphysical, but anti-metaphysical. The idea that science

and philosophy are contrasts still prevails in many circles even among ad-

vanced thinkers, and the claim is frequently made that philosophy leaves a

surd, some irreducible element analogous to the irrational in mathematics.
Dr. Carus stands for the opposite view. He believes in the efficiency of

science and to him tlie true philosophy is the philosophy of science.

KANT'S PROLEGOMENA TO ANY FUTURE METAPHYSIC.
Cloth, 75c net; paper, 60c

Convinced of the significance of Kant's Prolegomena, Dr. Carus offers a

new translation of this most important Kantian pamphlet, which is prac-

tically an explanation of Kant himself, setting forth the intention of his

Critique of Pure Reason.

RELIGION OF SCIENCE. From the Standpoint of Monism.
Cloth, 50c; paper, 25c

THE ETHICAL PROBLEM. Three Lectures on Ethics as a Science.
Cloth, $L25; paper, 60c

The publication of these addresses elicited a number of discussions with

Rev. Wm. M. Salter and otiier men interested in the philosophy of ethics,

among them Prof. Harald Hoffding of Copenhagen, Prof. Friedrich Jodl
of Vienna, Dr. Robert Lewins, the English philosopher of solipsism, Dr.

L. M. Billia of Italy, etc. The book contains also discussions of the views
of Goldwin Smith, Gustav Fechner, H. Sidgwick, John Stuart Mill,

Rosmini, etc.

PERSONALITY. With Special Reference to Super-Personalities and the
Interpersonal Character of Ideas. Cloth, 75c net

In this book Dr. Carus explains the nature of personality and the problems
kin to it. Among other matter, it contains an explanation why the Trinity

idea is so predominant in all religions.

THE NATURE OF THE STATE. Cloth, 50c net; paper, 20c

The Nature of the State is a small treatise conveying a great truth, throwing
light not only on the character of communal life, but also on the nature
of man's soul.

THE RISE OF MAN. A sketch of the Origin of the Human Race.
Boards, cloth back, 75c net. Illustrated

In this book Dr. Carus upholds the divinity of man from the standpoint

of evolution.

THE FOUNDATION OF MATHEMATICS. A Contribution to the Philosophy
of Geometry. Cloth, gilt top, 75c net

The enormous significance of the formal sciences makes it desirable that

any one who attempts to philosophize should understand the nature of
mathematics.

THE MECHANISTIC PRINCIPLE AND THE NON-MECHANICAL.
Cloth, $1.00

The truth of the mechanistic principle is here unreservedly acknowledged
without any equivocation or limitation, and it is pointed out that the laws
of mechanics apply without exception to all motions; but they do not
apply to things that are not motions.

NIETZSCHE and other Exponents of Individualism. Cloth, $L25
The appearance of a philosopher such as Nietzsche is a symptom of the

times. He is one representative among several others of an anti-scientific

tendency. He is characterized rather as a poet than a thinker, as a leader
and an exponent of certain unruly and immature minds. Though his

philosophy is severely criticised, though it is weighed and found wanting,
his personality is descrilied not without sympathy and with an appreciation
of his genius.

Write for a complete descriptive catalog of publications.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE — — CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



A MODERN JOB
An Essay on the Problem of Evil

With a portrait of the author and an introduction by Archdeacon Lilley. 92 pp. Cloth, 75c.

By ETIENNE GIRAN. Translated by FRED ROTHWELL

PRESS NOTES

"A Modern Job" is a work vvliich cannot fail to interest the clergy and Bible

students, and, no doubt, is destined to attract attention in such quarters."

—

Los
Angeles Examiner.

"A ppwerful essay by Etienne Giran which presents clearly and cogently in

impressive language the problem of evil."

—

AlUivaukee Evening Wisconsin.

"Perhaps this work is inferior to the original Book of Job, but, though we do
not claim to be experts, we like this Dutch Job better than his ancient prototype."
—New York Call.

"A cleverly conceived essay on the problem of evil."

—

London Spectator.

"The volume is worthy of careful reading, for it presents various tendencies

found in our world today. It is clear and ins-^\rmg.''^Inteynational Journal of
Ethics.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
122 S. Michigan Avenue CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Contingency of the Law^s of Nature
By Emile Boutroux of the French Academy. Translated by Fred Roth-

well. With a portrait of the author. Pages, x, 195. Cloth, $1,50.

COMMENTS OF THE PRESS

"There are some startling statements in the book, and various incidental dis-

cussions of great value.— The Oxford Magazine.

"M. Boutroux wrote this book in 1874 as a thesis for a doctor's degree and
expresses surprise at the attention it receives after this interval. The explanation

seems to be that the central idea of the thesis, deemed paradoxical at the time of its

first presentation, is receiving careful consideration of today's philosophers."

—

The
New York World.

"Prof. Emile Boutroux's "Contingency of the Laws of Natnre," reveals the

action of the keen modern intellect on the ancient problem of freedom versus

necessity."

—

Boston Herald.

"An accurate and fluent translation of the philosophical views of nearly a half a

century ago."

—

New York Tribune.

"A valuable contribution to the literature of philosophy."

—

London Rcviciv.

"He closes his essay with words which can be counted upon not only to

astound the determinist, but to make even the average scientist feel uncomfortable."
—Boston Transcript.

"Thoughtful analysis of natural law."— Nezv York Times.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
122 S. Michigan Avenue CHICAGO, ILLINOIS



EDUCATION IN ANCIENT ISRAEL
from earliest times to 70 A. D.

Pp. xii-137 $1.25 net

Fletcher Harper Swift, author of Education in Ancient Israel, is a professor

of the History and Philosophy of Education in the College of Education,

University of Minnesota. Professor Swift graduated from Dartmouth College

in 1898, received the degree of B.D. from the Union Theological Seminary in

1903, and the degree of Ph.D. from Columbia University in 1905.

Professor Swift's little volume, though modestly professing to represent a

mere beginning, is, nevertheless a genuine, an important and much needed

contribution to the historical literature of education and social evolution. He

traces, following the lines of the best contemporary scholarships, the develop-

ment of Hebrew social, religious and educational conceptions and institutions

from the school-less days of nomadism up to the system of universal compulsory

education established shortly before the fall of Jerusalem (70 A. D.). He dis-

cusses not only the training given in the family and tribe, the evolution of

studies and of social and educational ideals, the rise of schools, and the part

played by parents, priests, Levites, prophets, and scribes as teachers, but many

aspects and factors for which one searches in vain in other accounts, such as

military training, athletics and games, adolescent rites, industrial training, the

teaching of manners, conception of child nature and doctrine of the divine right

of parents.

The treatment is divided into six chapters : I, general historical survey of

the Pre-exilic period; H, education in tribe and family during the Pre-exilic

period; HI, general historical survey of the Post-exilic period; IV, education in

the family after the Exile ; V, education in school and society after the Exile

;

VI, women and the education of girls. Students will be greatly aided by the

analytical table of contents, the center and marginal topical headings, frequent

footnotes, selected bibliography, and an unusually carefully prepared index.

Education in Ancient Israel will be heartily welcomed the world over by

students of education and of religious, moral and social evolution who have

long felt the need of such a volume. Coming at a time when a world war has

forced an unprecedented universial understanding of the necessity of knowing

the historical genesis of contemporary social ideals and institutions, its appear-

ance is particularly opportune.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY

122 South Michigan Avenue — — — Chicago



ESSAYS IN SCIENTIFIC SYNTHESIS
BY

EUGENIC RIGNANO

254 pages Cloth $2.00

The following review appeared in the Nezv York Evening Post in

the issue of February 22nd.

"These essays furnish an instance of
the interest which the war has awakened
in this country in the thought and ex-
pression of perhaps the least well under-
derstood of our allies, Italy. An ac-

quaintance with English, French, even
Russian, literature and science is pre-

supposed among wellread Americans

;

but most of us, if challenged, could
scarcely proceed beyond Lofnbroso in a
list of modern Italian scientists. Eugenio
Rignano is particularly well fitted to

help bring about a rapprochement be-

tween the two nations, as his own inter-

ests are avowedly international : Scicntia

of which he is editor, is an international

review; and Signor Rignano's essays

have appeared in magazines as diverse

as La Revue Philosophique, Annalen der
Natur-philosopJiie, and our own Monist.
The special purpose of the present

volume is to give examples of the service

whicli the general, as opposed to the

highly specialized, scientist may perform
in the criticism of old theories and the

discovery of new laws. The author
riglitly holds that psychology, for in-

stance, cannot properly be understood
without reference to physics, and that

sociology in turn depends upon pschology.
It is sucli bridges as these that he is

particularly concerned to supply. One
becomes skeptical only when he under-
takes to supply so many of them in his

own person. The case for the synthetic

mind, which compares and analyzes the

results obtained l)y the direct experiment
of the specialist, is a good one. Perhaps
the modern scientific world has too
violently repudiated Bacon's magnificent,
if impossi1:)le, declaration : "I have taken
all knowledge to be my province." The
counter-appeal for scientific breadth of

view is not misplaced. Nevertheless,
when a single volume propounds a re-

conciliation of the war between vitalism

and mechanism in biology; a theory of
the affective elements in psychology ; a
new definition of consciousness ; an
evaluation of the role of religion in

civilization; and a discussion of the

economic explanation of history—more
cautious minds cannot help suspecting a

tendency toward brilliant guesswork on
the part of so versatile an expert.

A certain unity is given to the major
portion of the book by the development
of a stimulation, though by no means
entirely novel, theory of memory as the

central phenomenon in both purely bio-

logical and higher psychic processes.

Even the assimilation performed by a

unicellular organism is essentially memory,
involving the power to experience anew,
and yet to remain the same ; to repeat,

with novelty in the repetition. Moving
upward in the scale, pleasant and un-
pleasant experiences are intimately con-
cerned with the formation of habits,

themselves intimately concerned with
memory— it is a well-known theory in

psychology that the familiar is always
pleasant. Advancing to yet more com-
plex processes, the author finds that one
of the chief functions of religious cere-

mony was to fi.x important social reg-

ulations, customs, dates, even boundaries
of land, in memory by surrounding them
with special rites. On the whole,
though perhaps dangerously facile for

the superfluous mind, which may be en-

couraged to draw large conclusions from
insuflicient evidence, this volume is

stimulating to thought in a wide variety

of directions."
—Nczv York Evening Post.
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ANATOLE FRANCE
By LEWIS PIAGET SHANKS

Assistant Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures in

the University of Wisconsin. Cloth. $L50

PRESS NOTES

"The best book in EngHsh on the world's greatest living man

of letters."— 77;r Nation, New York City.

"The critical chapter with which this book ends is most admirable."

—Ricliiiioiid N^cu's Leader.

"Those who have omitted to read France may save their faces

by reading Mr. Shank's volume, which will enable them to talk

intelligently of the French master, even if they never take their

information tirst hand."

—

The Chicago Tribune.

"All who would comprehend the work of the greatest of living

French authors should read this book. No better estimate of France as

man and author is likely to appear in the near future."

—

Stratford

Journal, Boston.

"The lovers of Anatole France will set a great value upon this

book."^

—

IVashing ton Star.

"Anatole France is a biography of the French author and a critical

study of his forty books."

—

The Writer, Boston.

"Mr. Shank's volume will form an excellent guide to the work and

genius of Anatole France."

—

Boston Evening Transcript.
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The Rival Philosophies

of

Jesus and Paul

Being an Explanation of the Failures of Organized Christianity,

and a Vindication of the Teachings of Jesus, which are shown to contain

a Religion for all Men and for all Times. By Ignatius Singer.

Cloth, $2.00

"The author's general position, his attitude towards institutional

religion—the churches and ecclesiastical authority—are clearly set forth.

. . . the author attributes to all thinking people a desire to know

not merely why the church has failed, but why Christianity has failed

in its mission—by which he means, not the religion of Jesus, but that of

the Christian churches. . . . Much has been said of religious unrest,

of uncertainty and "honest doubt," of absenteeism from church, indif-

ference to religion, and cooling of religious sentiment in which there is

a possible confusion of cause and effect. . . . The people are look-

ing for something which the churches do not supply. . . . The

restoration of Reason to the judicial bench, its virtual enthronement, is

the key to the volume, the distinctive feature of the structure of Mr.

Singer's building. . . . But it was theology that fell, and not Re-

ligion. . . . the Christ of the. Gospel is held to be a myth. He was

evolved by Saint Paul many years after the death of Jesus, and Saint

Paul, therefore, was the founder of Christianity as the word is now

understood. . . . The book makes strenuous reading, and there is

in it more strong meat for man than milk for babies."

—

From the London

Montrose Standard.
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NEW BOOKS
From the University of Chicago Press

A Short History of Belgium. By Leon Van der Essen of the University

of Louvain. $1.50, postpaid Si. 65. It is a fascinating and authori-

tative account of the past of this country from 57 B. C. to the end of

the Great War. The author tells how the nation balked German
might and "stood the test in the hour of the Great Trial."

The Problem of Democracy. Edited by Scott W. Bedford. Vol. XIV.

Papers and Proceedings of the American Sociological Society. 230

pages, royal 8vo, paper; $1.50, postpaid Si. 65. Timely papers and

interesting discussions of this important subject.

Introduction to the Peace Treaties. By Arthur Pearson Scott, Uni-

versity of Chicago. $2.00, postpaid $2.15. This book will give you

an understanding of the causes of the war, the aims of the belliger-

ents, the peace proposals, and the framing of the Treaty of Peace.

It is also a comprehensive explanation of the League of Nations and

the location of new national boundaries. The author has made avail-

able information of vital importance to every American citizen.

Impressions of Italy in War Time. By Charles E. Merriam, Chief

Commissioner to Italy of Committee on Public Information. $2.00,

postpaid $2. 15. This is not a dry statement of facts but a vivid pre-

sentation of personal impressions. You see Italy during the war

through the author's eyes— her prominent cities, political and

military leaders and social conditions.

The University of Chicago Italian Series. Edited by Ernest H.

Wilkins and Rudjlph Altrocchi. This is a new series for students of

the language and literature consisting of a grammar, a reader and

annotated editions of novels and plays The first book of the series,

Giacosa, Tristi Amori, edited by Rudolph Altrocchi and B. M.

Woodbridge, will be ready May 15.
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IS MARK A ROMAN GOSPEL
By BENJAMIN W. BACON

Buckingham Professor of New Testament Criticism and Interpretation

in Yale University

Harvard Theological Studies, VII io6 pages. Stiff paper. $1.2^

Professor Bacon's purpose in this essay is to exhibit the Gospel

of Mark in its true light as a product of that "strong" Paulinism

which at Rome was later brought, through the providence of God
and the prevailing spirit of Paul the peacemaker, into sympathy and
lo\al union with the "weak." He therefore seeks to establish the

Roman provenance of this Gospel, falling back upon the approved
critical method : first, scrutiny of early testimony ; secondly, survey

of the phenomena of dissemination; thirdly, comparison of the

internal evidence.

Other Volumes in the Harvard Theological Studies

I. The Composition and Date of Acts
By Charlks Cutler Torrey of Yale University. 8vo. Paper. 72 pages.

75 cents.

II. The Pauline Idea of Faith in its Relation to Jewish and
Hellenistic Religion

By William Henry Paine Hatch of the Episcopal Theological School,
Cambridge. 8vo. Paper. 92 pages. $1.00.

III. Ephod and Ark: A Study in the Records and Religion
of the Ancient Hebrews

By William R. Arnold of Andover Theological Seminary. 8vo.
Paper. 170 pages. $1.50.

IV. The Gospel Manuscr* >ts of the General Theological
Seminary

By Charles Carroll . .dmunds of the General Theological Seminary,
and William He> »' Paine Hatch of the Episcopal Theological
School, Cambridge. 8vo. Paper. 68 pages. 8 double-page reproduc-
tions. $1.25.

V. Macarii Anecdota: Seven Unpublished Homilies of Macarius
Edited by G. L. Marriott of the University of Birmingham. 8vo.
Paper. 48 pages. $1.25.

VI. The Style and Literary Method of Luke: I. The Diction
of Luke and Acts.

By Henry J. Cadbury of Haverford College. 72 pages. $1.25.
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BOOKS BY

WILLIAM ELLERY LEONARD
AESOP AND HYSSOP. Being Fables Adapted and Orig-

inal with the Morals Carefully Formulated. Cloth,

$1.50.

"The primary purpose of the Aesopian fable, had been no other than to teach morality,

or rather mores, to help the youngsters grasp and mind the rules of good behavior and

social wisdom which their elders had in turn inherited from their own forefathers.

"Teachers may and will appreciate this version of Aesop as a stimulating revelation

of human nature."—From a review by Traugott Boehrae in The Ofen Court, Novem-
ber, 1919.

THE FRAGMENTS OF EMPEDOCLES. Translated

into English Verse. The original Greek accompanies

translation. Cloth, $1.00.

Empedocles was a Greek philosopher, poet and statesman. He was a supporter of

the democratic party in his native city against the aristocracy, and possessed great influence

through his wealth, eloquence, and knowledge. He followed Pythagoras and Parmenides

in his teachings. He professed magic powers, prophecy, and a miraculous power of heal-

ing, and came to have, in popular belief, a superhuman character. He was said to have

thrown himself into the crater of Etna in order that from his sudden disappearance, the

people might believe him to be a God.

The figure of Empedocles of Agrigentum, when seen across the twenty-three centuries

which separate us from him, presents perhaps a more romantic appearance than that of

any Greek philosopher. This is owing, in a great measure, to the fables which invest his

life and death with mystery, to his reputation for magical power, and to the wild sub-

limity of some of his poetic utterances. Yet, even in his lifetime, and among contemporary

Greeks, he swept the stage of life like a great tragic actor, and left to posterity the fame
of a genius as a poet, a physician, a patriot, and a philosopher.

SOCRATES, MASTER OF LIFE. Cloth, $1.00.

"Socrates passed through the soul-refining process of meditation on the great prob-

lems, being and becoming, and of man, his power to move and think and create. . . .The

principles emanating from this stressful period of Socrates' experience were: (i) the knowl-

edge of our own ignorance; {2) the conviction that the quest for true knowledge must be
pursued through knowledge of oneself. Hence it is that Socrates was no mere individual

but was a movement personijBed. He was to philosophy what Isaiah was to Hebrew reli-

gion; what, afterwards, Michelangelo was to art; what Milton was to literature. .. .For

Socrates' life was a mission, not a trade."

—

The Classical Weekly.
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THE EARLY MATHEMATICAL
MANUSCRIPTS OF LEIBNIZ

PUBLISHED BY CARL IMMANUEL GERHARDT. TRANSLATED FROM THE
LATIN TEXTS WITH CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL NOTES

By J. M. CHILD
Cloth, $1.50

A study of the early mathematical work of Leibniz seems to be of importance for at

least two reasons. In the first place, Leibniz was certainly not alone among great men in

presenting in his early work almost all the important mathematical ideas contained in his

mature work. In the second place, the main ideas of his philosophy are to be attributed

to his mathematical work, and not vice versa. The manuscripts of Leibniz, which have
been preserved with such great care in the Royal Library at Hanover, show, perhaps
more clearly than his published work, the great importance which Leibniz attached to

suitable notation in mathematics and, it may be added, in logic generally. He was, perhaps,

the earliest to realize fully and correctly the important influence of a calculus on discovery.

Since the time of Leibniz, this truth has been recognized, explicitly or implicitly, by all

the greatest mathematical analysts.

It is not difficult to connect with this great idea of the importance of a calculus in

assisting deduction the many unfinished plans of Leibniz; for instance, his projects for an
encyclopaedia of all science, of a general science, of a calculus of logic, and so on.
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HORACE TRAUBEL'S COLLECTS
6 subjects being 6 separate pamphlets

12 subjects being one number of The Glebe

A few sets only. Two dollars a set

A. M. TRAUBEL
200 ELM STREET CAMDEN, NEW^JERSEY

HAVE you read The Truth Seeker, a Freethought weekly newspaper that

discusses religious questions freely and advocates Church Taxation ? Sample
copy, One Dime. Send for it. The Truth Seeker Company, 62 Vesey street,

New York.


